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ABSTRACT

Osogovo is a sparsely populated mountain ridge in the heartland of the Balkan Peninsula
divided between Bulgaria and Macedonia. The regional economy consists mainly of
horticulture, livestock breeding, forestry, ore mining, manufacturing, and tourism. The
living standard of the local population on the both sides of the border is very similar. In
the same time the economic structure of the Bulgarian and Macedonian part of Osogovo
differs significantly. Different models of land use prescribe divergent strategies for spatial
development. Still, a closer communication between local people is emerging.
The aim of this study is to evaluate the economic feasibility to implement a biosphere
reserve in Osogovo under the “Man and Biosphere” Programme of UNESCO. The
research methods include analysis of statistical data, analysis of former researches on the
economy of Osogovo, field observations, interviews with key municipal experts, and
non-structured interviews with local people. The general conclusion of this study is that it
is indeed feasible to rely on the biosphere reserve framework and thus to invest in
enhancing the sustainable economy in Osogovo. Sustainable sectors have the market
potential to replace or at least to limit the importance of some traditional unsustainable
sectors with adverse effects on the living and health conditions in the studied region.
Still, there are at least three conditions to be met before making an informed decision in
favor of a biosphere reserve in Osogovo:
• A biosphere reserve in Osogovo Mountain is pointless if implemented after the
planned expansion of the lead and zinc mining and ski tourism facilities;
• The biosphere reserve in Osogovo should be big enough to be economically
successful. The local resources on the Bulgarian or on the Macedonian part of the
mountain do not suffice for such a big-scale undertaking. Without business
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synergies and economic spillovers across border the added value of the biosphere
reserve would be much smaller, if not negative;
• It is crucial to guarantee the involvement of local population and to have the key
stakeholders as allies in the implementation process. A lobbying against the
biosphere reserve is to be expected by some authorities and probably some
powerful local entrepreneurs. The bottom-up approach should be complemented
by the explicit support of the central governments, and much educational work
among local people should be envisaged. That is to say, the local involvement
should be matched by external support.
Before coming to these conclusions the study started with a detailed analysis of the local
economy. Ten municipalities were included in this research: eight in Macedonia and two
in Bulgaria. The well established three sector approach was applied dividing the local
economy into primary (resources), secondary (manufacturing), and tertiary (services)
sectors. It turned out that the incomes on the Macedonian and Bulgarian part of Osogovo
are very similar – around ten times lower than the EU average, measured in GDP per
capita. But the unemployment rates diverge, being much higher in Macedonia.
Calculations based on a study from 2009 revealed 42% unemployment rate on the rural
territory of Macedonian Osogovo. At the end of 2014 the unemployment rate in
Kyustendil municipality was around 15% and in Nevestino above 20%.
It is hard to accept that such a big share of the population stays idle. Most of the
unemployed probably pursue different unregistered economic activities in agriculture,
forestry and gathering. This reveals another key difference between the Bulgarian and
Macedonian part of the mountain: the livestock in the eight Macedonian municipalities is
around ten times more abundant than in the two Bulgarian municipalities. This extensive
livestock breeding in Macedonia is partly pursued in traditional ways using the highland
pastures of Osogovo in the summer and pulling the feral animals to the lowlands in the
winter. The number of small individual farms in Osogovo is substantial, if still
4

diminishing. There is a considerable expansion potential for the Macedonian farmers
especially when compared to the “dying” Bulgarian livestock breeding.
In the primary sector Bulgaria has its advantages in the fruits production on the orchards
around Kyustendil, and also in the forestry sector. More important is the fact that the
integration of different resource branches of the local economy could boost the
manufacturing production and guarantee less volatile prices to farmers. There is a huge
demand of clean foods in Sofia and their production under the auspices of the biosphere
reserve in Osogovo may raise the employment opportunities and incomes across the
region. With respect to this several win-win decisions for the regional economy were
identified:
• providing pasture in Bulgaria for Macedonian herds;
• utilizing the livestock production from Macedonia in Kyustendil;
• common strategy for access of Osogovo fruits on the EU markets;
• joint touristic routes;
The economic accounts of Kyustendil municipality are a valuable source of information
(a rather rare find on NUTS 4 level). They clearly show that the manufacturing industry
in this town of 50 000 people is much better developed than some may be expecting. The
secondary sector accounted for 36% of the employment in Kyustendil, 41% of the net
revenues and 62% of the long-term assets. In respect to the strategic planning the
manufacturing industry is considered to be one of the major tools for increasing the wellbeing of rural and mountainous areas. Thus it may be regarded as a promising and
positive sign for Osogovo. Another advantage of the Bulgarian side is the growing
touristic sector relying mainly on balneology, cultural heritage and preserved ecosystems.
There is a relatively diversified hotel base in Kyustendil including a luxury hotel, several
family hotels, guesthouses and two mountain huts.
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The main production branch in Macedonian Osogovo is the mining industry (it is still
disputed whether the mining operations should be considered being in the secondary or in
the primary sector). A detailed analysis of corporate data revealed that the annual lead
and zinc ore production in Macedonian Osogovo amounts to more than 1.5 million tones.
In fact this is three times more than the current lead and zinc ore production in Rhodopi
mountains in Bulgaria. The mines of Osogovo provide direct employment to 1 500
people, and maybe 10 000 people in this poverty stricken region are in some way
dependent on the mining incomes. After the closure of mining operations in Bulgarian
Osogovo in 2002, around 1200 people were dismissed and some of them still struggle to
find constant employment. This fact accentuates the importance of mining business for
this rural low-income region.
The mining industry does not contradict by itself the idea of biosphere reserves or of
sustainable development. Yet the environmental record of the Macedonian mines in
Osogovo is highly controversial. There are several cases of big breakdowns on tailing
ponds, one of them in Sasa mine in 2003 led to infusion of 20 000 m3 tailings into the
Kalimantsi Lake which waters are used for irrigating the fertile Kochani plane. Also
drinking waters were affected at that time, and the imposed damages were calculated to
amount to billions of euro. Some of the other old tailing ponds continue to contaminate
soils and waters. Before engaging in a big-scale clean food production the mining impact
in Osogovo should be carefully investigated.
Also the working conditions on the three operational ore mines in Macedonian Osogovo
are unsatisfactory. In the Sasa mine the average wage of an ore miner working
underground is around 400 euro, the shift begins at 6 a.m. The list of fatal incidents is
long, and mining companies are used to pay 50-100 000 euro to the families of the
victims, instead of investing in bettering labor conditions. Such state of affairs contradicts
with the sustainable development concept and may compromise the very idea of
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biosphere reserves. These issues have to be resolved before advancing with the
implementation of a biosphere reserve in Osogovo.
The second stage of the study was to calculate whether the sustainable sectors in
Osogovo have the potential to guarantee a level of incomes high enough to assure the
involvement of local people in the implementation process. The answer is unambiguously
positive – there are considerable untapped opportunities in Osogovo to generate incomes
in a sustainable way. In addition, these revenues will be distributed far more evenly
among the population than the profits from the mining industry and winter tourism.
Evidence-based assumptions lead to a conservative estimation that an annual value of 60
million euro could be created in a sustainable way across Osogovo. This value will be
revealed in a medium term (3-10 years), with biggest potential in livestock and fruit
production followed by sustainable tourism, real estate operations, emerging furniture
industry, and clean food production. The considerable potential of geothermal energy and
some other branches was not included into the calculations.
As regarding the employment opportunities the sustainable way of development could
provide more than 5 000 new jobs, according to the author’s estimations. The sustainable
economy, respectively the biosphere reserve is not the panacea for the economic plight of
Osogovo, at least in the medium term. On the other hand, when compared to the
expansion plans of the mining and ski tourism industries, it is evident that the sustainable
economy may deliver much bigger positive results which would also be shared more
widely. The proposed mass scale urbanization of the heartland of Macedonian Osogovo
and the mining expansion will no doubt diminish the sustainable potential of the place.
Unlike this, the sustainable economy based on a biosphere reserve framework could
preserve and even enhance the value of the cultural and natural heritage of Osogovo.
The third stage of this study was the evaluation of different development strategies for
Osogovo in order to decide whether the biosphere reserve is the best available option.
Four main scenarios for the future were identified:
7

• Status quo: low development, low conservation of the heritage;
• Traditional protected area: low development, high conservation;
• Wild industry and greenwashing: high development, low conservation;
• Biosphere reserve: high development, high conservation.
The record of the biosphere reserves across Europe is not entirely successful and this is
admitted also by UNESCO experts. The case of Osogovo is a little bit different: the
economic hardships there lead to a rapid and severe depopulation. In addition to the
negative natural increase there are substantial demographic outflows due to migration. In
Nevestino municipality in Bulgaria the share of people older than 65 years is more than
50%; there are 2.7 people in working age per square kilometer – a density expected for
the Namibian deserts but not for a territory of the European Union comprising almost 500
sq.km. The ethnical tensions are on the rise in the broader region. A biosphere reserve
may address not only economic but also political and geostrategic issues in this region.
The demographic exhaustion seems to be the biggest single obstacle for the
implementation of a biosphere reserve in Osogovo. The demographic structure in the
Macedonian part of the mountain is far more favorable than in Bulgaria. This also may
lead to a win-win situation: the huge unemployment in the Macedonian municipalities
may recede while invigorating the local economy in Bulgaria (new employment
opportunities in livestock breeding and horticulture, but also in food and furniture
industry and different alternative forms of tourism). Other obstacles which are to be
expected in relation to the biosphere reserve include industry lobbying against the
sustainable alternatives, corruption of some local authorities, and political tensions on a
governmental level.
As regarding the prospects of sustainable tourism, there are some rare possibilities for
joint touristic routes which may be realized through a biosphere reserve:
• Observation of large mammals (using the three big carnivores pattern);
8

• Mining and geology tourism (based on archaeological sites, closed mines in
Bulgaria and working ore mines in Macedonia);
• Balneology and health procedures;
• Good-food and good-drink tourism;
• Pilgrimage (based on the story of the famous hermits of Osogovo);
It turns out that, while Bulgaria and Macedonia share the same Osogovo Mountain, each
brought forth entirely different economic structures. Nowadays Bulgaria is lacking the
sectors that are relatively well developed in Macedonia, and vice versa. The touristic
supply in Kyustendil municipality is ten times bigger than in the eight Macedonian
municipalities on a thrice bigger territory. The livestock breeding on the Macedonian part
is ten times higher than in the two Bulgarian municipalities. Yet the fruits production in
Kyustendil is around five times more than in Macedonian Osogovo, and also the timber
production on the Bulgarian side is much more intensive. The mining operations which
are closed in Bulgaria are stepping to expand in Macedonia. The manufacturing industry
in Kyustendil is struggling to emerge after the economic crisis of 2009, and there are
several recent investments in the Kochani municipality, but as a whole the industrial
technology level on the Bulgarian side is considerably higher than in Macedonia. Yet the
utilization of geothermal energy is far more advanced in Kochani than in Bulgaria.
The reason of this divergent development is that in the last more than 100 years there was
a border dividing the mountain into two separate parts and thus diminishing the
production base on the each side. Even in the times of socialism both countries followed
different economic paths since Yugoslavia was not an integral part of the COMECON
system. The both sides of Osogovo were not meant to interact with each other
economically. They were included in different production systems, and served tasks in
different value chains. The situation did not change during the 1990s and 2000s and the
divergence went even deeper with the accession of Bulgaria in the EU. With the
exception of some expertise provided by Bulgarian companies in winter tourism planning
9

and in ore drilling, and the processing of ore concentrates from Sasa in the smelter nearby
Plovdiv, the border across Osogovo looks like an insurmountable economic Great Wall.
Generally speaking, the biosphere reserves of UNESCO have three broad goals: natural
conservation, human development, and scientific advance. A biosphere reserve in
Osogovo may contribute significantly to all of the three. For many decades two parts of
the same geographic territory followed different development models and now the
economic and spatial outcomes are different. This may be of significant scientific
interest, and the mentioned division which depressed the economic development may
turn now into a valuable asset. There are a lot of unexploited synergies across Osogovo.
The access to the capitals of Macedonia and Bulgaria is around 1.30 hours drive. The
combined market of Sofia and Skopje amounts to 2.5 million people. A constant stream
of relatively well-off tourists could recognize Osogovo as a favorable weekend
destination. The foods produced in Osogovo may find markets even in Western Europe.
And the geothermal resources may provide the population and industry with cheap
energy, lowering production costs and pulling bigger manufacturing companies to
Osogovo.
It is almost certain that this would not happen without a common strategy and proper
stimuli. Neither the “status quo” nor “wild industry” scenarios would contribute to the
lasting well-being of the people in this region. There are considerable setbacks and the
case of Osogovo is not the ordinary one – an implementation of a biosphere reserve there
may be a challenge even for the MAB Programme herself. But there is a potential:
valuable natural and cultural heritage and people willing to interact with each other.
Under proper management all this may deliver positive outcomes soon enough. If
successful in the case of “hopeless Osogovo” the biosphere reserve framework could gain
credentials across Southeastern Europe and beyond.
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Still there are several key conditions to be met before the sustainable potential of the
territory to be realized. That is why the conclusion of this study is that a biosphere reserve
in Osogovo region is conditionally feasible.
INTRODUCTION

1. The importance of economic sustainability and raising regional living standards for
the successful implementation of biosphere reserves
After the Seville Strategy of 1995 the UNESCO “Man and Biosphere” Programme tries
to establish a new approach toward the interaction between men and their natural
environment. Instead of focusing only on conservation and prohibition of different
activities the new generation of biosphere reserves aims at sustainable integration of
human activities in the natural ecosystems. The objectives of natural conservation, of
raising living standards of local communities and of enhancing the knowledge base
regarding regional sustainable development models are set on an equal importance by
MAB and should be pursued simultaneously.
Following this approach the Madrid Action Plan 2008-2013 which is the newest strategic
document dealing with the management issues of biosphere reserves, emphasized again
the need for establishing a link between “biodiversity conservation and socio-economic
development”. The Madrid Declaration considered biosphere reserves as areas for
investment and innovation, and acknowledged the importance of “mutually beneficial
relationships between nature and biodiversity conservation and socio-economic wellbeing”. These include poverty reduction, women and inequality issues, ecosystem
services, low-carbon economy, etc.
Part of the reason for this paradigm shift gives the fact that higher poverty among locals
leads to weak involvement in conservation issues, and heightens the possibility of
environmentally negative actions. Lacking of adequate employment opportunities turns
11

ecosystems into only source of food and fuel, and the pressure on natural recourses
increases immensely. In that case it is not easy to convince the local people that they are a
part of the biosphere and should act responsibly. Biosphere reserves aim to guarantee that
ecosystems that retain most of their initial characteristics should bring forth prosperity.
Local people are encouraged to accept the sustainable framework and build on it,
reviving their traditional ecological knowledge and putting much higher value on
conserved landscapes or biodiversity.
While there are many examples of economic benefits gained trough creating biosphere
reserves (see “Biosphere Reserves in the Mountains of the World”, Vienna 2011), the
attitudes of local communities are not always entirely favorable. Some private actors
which target to maximize their short term profits, as well as the poor, who depend on the
nature, have fear of economic restrictions. The local authorities in general are lacking
relevant information and tangible examples of possible gains. This may be the case with
the plan for creating a biosphere reserve in Osogovo Mountain on the territory both of
Bulgaria and FYR of Macedonia.
Biosphere reserves impose no unjustified business restrictions, but the sustainable
development concept insists on prioritizing economic activities in accordance with their
long term consequences. For every action there are opportunity costs and biosphere
reserves make it easier to detect and quantify lost potentials or wrong developments.
Biosphere reserves are proven facilities for attracting attention and financial flows toward
a rural region. They require a bottom-up approach and high involvement of local
communities. Unless the local stakeholders become aware of the shared benefits of
biosphere reserves, some setbacks are to be expected, regardless of the considerable
natural and cultural heritage of Osogovo Mountain.
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2. Main demographic and economic characteristics of Osogovo Mountain
The bigger part of Osogovo Mountain lies in FYR of Macedonia: according to different
sources, its territory in Macedonia amounts to 981 or 1 102 sq.km. The Bulgarian part of
the ridge covers around one fourth of the whole territory (28.2% according to a
Macedonian study of geomorphology). The Special Protection Area by the Natura 2000 is
241 sq.km., and it is considered to be “the bigger part of the mountain” on the Bulgarian
side. Osogovo is stretched from north-east to south-west and is clearly elevated among
surrounding planes, although higher terrains above 1500 m. represent relatively small
part of the mountain – only 12% on the Macedonian side. The upper limit for forests is
above 1 800 m., but in Macedonia it is pushed down by livestock grazing, while in
Bulgaria forestry is predominant. The highest peak Ruen (2 252 m.) lies on the border.
Osogovo is the fifth highest mountain in Bulgaria.
Osogovo is a sparsely populated region but on its foothills several bigger towns are
situated – Kyustendil in Bulgaria and Kochani and Kriva Palanka in Macedonia. Ten
municipalities are considered to comprise parts of Osogovo – eight in Macedonia and two
in Bulgaria. Their total population in 2013 amounted to 172 thousand people, and the
average density is 44 people per sq.km. It turns that Osogovo is surrounded by
municipalities which extend their territory to the adjacent geographical regions, as the
Kyustendil plane in the north and Kochani plane in the south, as well as Nevestino
municipality to Vlachina Mountain in the east. The “core” Osogovo territory is almost
four times smaller than the total area of the municipalities comprising parts of Osogovo.
Highest density of population is examined in Kochani municipality – 105 people per
sq.km., which is very high by regional standards (in Dupnitsa municipality the density
reaches 150 p/sq.km but this is rather an exception). The most populous town of the
region Kyustendil with its almost 50 000 people is a center of a province in Bulgaria. The
most depopulated territory in Osogovo is situated also in Bulgaria – Nevestino
13

municipality, with density of less than 5 people per sq.km. In the bordering Macedonian
municipalities Delchevo and Makedonska Kamenitsa the density of the population is
almost ten times higher than in Nevestino. Ethnically, Macedonian statistics report of a
dominant share of Macedonians with a small minority of Roma in Kriva palanka and
Kratovo. In addition to the very high comparative density in Kochani municipality it is
noteworthy that the population there remains relatively stable. Since 1980’s there is still a
20% population decrease in Kochani.
A widespread characteristic for the rural areas relevant also for Osogovo is the migration
from smaller settlements to the municipality centers. On the Macedonian side there is still
a demographic resource to sustain such flow, while this stage of demographic
development has already passed in most villages surrounding Kystendil and in Nevestino
municipality. The demographic potential of the local communities there seems to be
almost depleted. There are around 14 000 people with permanent residence, but a current
address outside of Kyustendil municipality. Most of them are labor migrants and their
returning home may turn for the better the demographic situation in some future time –
but this prospect remains very uncertain.
The higher densities in Macedonian municipalities should not be attached to the whole
Osogovo region. According to the Valorization Study (for creating a protected area in
Osogovo, 2012), there are 70 settlements in the Macedonian part of Osogovo, including 4
towns, with total population of 52 000 people. Excluding urban population living on the
outskirts of Osogovo, 11 902 people live in the rural area. The resulting density of the
population is 12 people per sq.km. In 1960s a demographic peak was reached with almost
three times as much. Providing that the Bulgarian side of the mountain is considerably
smaller and more depopulated, the total population of the core Osogovo Mountain most
probably does not surpass 15 000 people, and the average density is certainly below 10
people per sq.km.
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The economy of Osogovo is more diverse than may be expected for a remote rural area.
Agriculture is better represented in the Macedonian part of the mountain, obviously
thanks to the more favorable population dynamics. The Kochani plane boasts with
intensive rice production, and the lush pastures on higher altitudes support considerable
livestock. In Bulgaria Kyustendil is renowned for its cherries but sometimes the
production struggles to reach the market. Forestry is better developed on the Bulgarian
part of Osogovo, because of the vacuum created by diminishing population. The pastures
cleared by the livestock allow for big scale gathering of blueberries in Macedonia.
On the Macedonian side there are three working lead and zinc mines and also intentions
to explore for more. There are no operational mining activities at the moment on the
Bulgarian side. The manufacturing industry was relatively well-developed in Kyustendil
in socialist times, but since 2009 market pressures put severe constraints on most
companies. According to the Local development plan of the Kyustendil municipality, the
total revenue of the 244 manufacturing companies in year 2012 amounts to BGN 130
million, with 6 million leva net profit. In 2014 in Kochani three new foreign investments
provided employment for 500 people.
The potential value of tourism is well recognized on both sides. In addition to the hiking
trails which are in relatively good condition in Bulgaria, there are two small winter
resorts that offer ski and snowboard opportunities – “Osogovo fun park” in Bulgaria,
which is the bigger one, and “Ponikva” in Macedonia. Snow cover in higher altitude lasts
sometimes until the end of April. Fishing and hunting tourism are represented on the both
sides but with limited scale. On the Bulgarian side the proven comeback of lynx and
some dwellings of brown bears create a rare opportunity for establishing touristic
products related to large mammals or even to large carnivores. The same approach may
serve in branding of different local agricultural products, and not necessarily directly
related to the core Osogovo – for instance, of rice or cherries. The hydrologic potential of
the region seems to be not entirely tapped. Kochani uses geothermal energy for heating
15

public buildings and hothouses where early vegetables are produced. In Kyustendil until
the 1920s there were five working mineral baths.
Data on the gross product on municipal level are limited. According to Eurostat NUTS 3
statistics, for the whole Kyustendil province the gross domestic product at current market
prices in 2011 was 2 900 euro per inhabitant. In the Macedonian Eastern region the
corresponding sum was 3 400 euro, and in the Northeastern 2 400 euro. It may be
concluded that there are no considerable differences in the living standards on both sides
of the border, though prices of some products may vary. The average GDP per capita in
the European Union for the same year was 25 100 euro.
Unemployment rate in Kyustendil municipality in 2014 was 15%, and the lowest level of
unemployment there was reached in 2008 with 8.5%. In Nevestino village municipality
the unemployment rate is 21.3%. According to the Macedonian national statistic bureau,
the unemployment rate in the Northeastern region in 2013 was 44.9%, and the
employment enrollment was only 29.9%. For the Eastern region the conditions on the
labor market are somewhat better – 19.5% unemployment rate and 49.1% employment. It
should be considered that at least part of the unemployed in these two Macedonian
provinces pursue different kinds of self-employed economic activities. But in general it
may be concluded that Osogovo is a sparsely populated low income region with very
high unemployment. The data on the economic activity in the “core” Osogovo Mountain
in Macedonia provided by V. Markoski allow calculating around 42% unemployment rate
for 2009.
Table 1 Main demographic characteristics of Osogovo region, 2013
Municipality

Population

Area

Density

(people)

(sq.km.)

(p/sq.km)

Municipal

Notes

Center
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Kyustendil

59 484

959.4

62

Kyustendil

By current
address,

46 708

GRAO.bg
72 settlements

Nevestino

1 931

442

4.4

Nevestino, 551 23 villages
317 mahali

Kriva Palanka

20 211

480.8

42

Kriva Palanka

34 settlements
Toranica mine

Rankovtse

3 804

240.7

15.9

Rankovtse

18 settlements

Kratovo

9 614

376

27.9

Kratovo

31 settlements

Probistip

15 406

325.6

47.3

Probistip

36 settlements
Zletovo mine

Cheshinovo –

7 084

132.2

53.7

Obleshevo

14 settlements

37 950

360.4

105.4

Kochani

28 settlements

Obleshevo
Kochani

28 330
Makedonska

7 690

190

40.5

Kamenitsa
Delchevo

16 515

423

39

Total

171 999

3935

43.5

Makedonska

9 settlements

Kamenitsa

Sasa mine

Delchevo

22 settlements
287 settlements
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MAIN

CHARACTERISTICS

OF

THE

REGIONAL

ECONOMY

1. The primary economy sector of Osogovo region

Agricultural production in the Kyustendil municipality has limited but not marginal
importance for the local economy. In 2012 there were 95 firms working in the forestry,
fishery and agriculture sectors generating together BGN 10.2 million (5.2 million euro)
revenues. The net profit of agricultural operations in Kyustendil municipality officially
amounts to 0.5 million euro. By 2010 there were 2 259 small-scale individual farms in
Kyustendil occupying less than 1 ha each. Orchards around Kystendil in that year
covered 1200 ha, 70% of them cherries. The interest in apples and plumes grows in recent
years with 115 ha increase of the land covered, as shown in the local development plan.
According to a media statement by the Bulgarian National Horticultural Union from
2014, cherries in Kystendil region cover 1 600-1 800 ha and produce 5 000-8 000 tons of
fruits.
Because of some adverse effects of the European subsidies the mechanized production of
wheat in Bulgaria replaces not only corn and potatoes, but in some places also vegetables
and fruits. This is evident also in Kyustendil. There are intentions to develop organic
fruits production around the town and the certification is due in 2018. Agricultural land in
the region’s biggest municipality is 45 600 ha and 27 400 ha is cultivated. According to a
sociological study from 2008 there are many families who do not cultivate or rent their
land and it stays idle, but this situation may have changed. In Nevestino municipality
pastures cover 43 970 ha and the cultivated land amounts to around 10 thousand ha.
According to the newest official statistics, only 20 ha of the agricultural land in this
village municipality are under fruits – cherries, apples, and pears.
Agriculture is much better developed in the Macedonian part of the studied region.
Agricultural area (in individual farms) of the eight Macedonian municipalities amounts to
18

127 000 ha and arable land and gardens cover around 54 000 ha. Under wheat are 5 240
ha but the yield is not very high (around 3 000-3 500 kg per ha). Rice is more productive
(up to 6 000 kg per ha), with two rice producing centers on the southern side of the
mountain, Kochani and Cheshinovo–Obleshevo. Combined in 2013 they yielded 24 250
tons, and by current market prices (370 EUR/t on 29.04.2015) this creates a revenue of 9
mil. euro. Both municipalities produce also a lot of vegetables: cabbage, tomatoes and
peppers, combined more than 10 000 t. This intensive farming is supported by 280 km of
irrigating canals. Tobacco production in Osogovo is unimportant, more appealing are
apples, pears, plums, and walnuts. In the eight Macedonian municipalities 815 000 l of
wines are produced in 2013.

Table 2 Agricultural production in the eight Macedonian municipalities, in tons, 2013

Wheat

Barley

Rice

Potatoes

Vegetables

Hay

Cherries

Apples

Plumes

Walnuts

15 239

11 518

24 467

22 885

10 662

46 052

1 714

2 858

7 918

631

This relatively intensive plant production in the Macedonian municipalities is matched by
considerable livestock breeding. According to the research of V. Dzabirski, in year 2007
the total number of feral animals in seven Osogovo municipalities (the here reviewed
except of Delchevo) amounts to around 18 000 cows, 29 000 goats and 56 000 sheep, in
addition to around 7 000 sheep owned by bigger commercial farms which use Osogovo
pastures only in summer. When compared to the livestock in Kyustendil with only 1700
cows and 3 900 sheep this more than tenfold difference points to a very different land use
of the Osogovo ridge on the different sides of the border. The same is the difference
regarding pigs: in Kyustendil municipality in 2012 there were 2 340 pigs, in seven
Macedonian municipalities in 2007 they were 29 000. Only fowl is more numerous in
19

Kystendil. As regarding Nevestino, the lack of feral animals on the Bulgarian side of
Osogovo is even more striking: in a municipality comprising 442 km2 there are only 554
cows and less than 1 300 sheep.
The average milk production per sheep in the Macedonian Osogovo region is 30-45 l
annually, and 15-16 kg white cheese. Per cow the milk production is also low, 2 000-3
000 l annually. The typical model of an Osogovo individual family farm supports 1-3
cows, 1-2 pigs, and cultivates up to 10 ha land. Among the specialized farms, most
common is the type with 100-200 sheep and/or 5-20 cows, the majority of these farms
own a tractor. Most of the cow and ship farms are situated more than 10 km afar from
milk or meet processing facilities. The share of farms that contaminate surface water or
may pose a threat to the biodiversity according to the sample of Dzabirski amounts to
around 1/3. Volatile prices may sometimes challenge the local producers, the researcher
states.
There are no coherent data on the forestry sector on both sides of the mountain, but there
are still some comparative values drawn from different sources. Gross felled timber in the
Macedonian Eastern region in 2013 amounted to 31 000 m3 in addition to 92 000 m3 of
gathered firewood. In the beginning of 2000s the average timber and wood production
from Macedonian forest estates in Osogovo was 40 – 60 000 m3. For the considerably
smaller state owned forest estate “Osogovo” in Bulgaria the plan for 2015 envisages the
production of 43 000 m3 timber and firewood. The smaller scale of the forestry sector in
Macedonia is partly offset by the extensive yield of blueberries on the pastures on higher
altitudes, which are kept clear from tree and shrub vegetation by the constant grazing.
The sustainable potential for gathering blueberries in Osogovo is considered by
Macedonian experts to be 200 t/year. This is not a small amount since the purchase price
for a tone may reach 3 000 euro, and thus the revenue from blueberries exceeds a half
million euro distributed mainly among local people. The gathering of mushrooms is
widespread in the municipalities of both countries.
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Land use adds another input to the study of the agrarian sector in Osogovo. According to
Ivica Milevski (“Morphometry and Land Use on the Mountains in Republic of
Macedonia”, 2013) on the 981 sq.km. of “core Macedonian Osogovo” 275 sq.km. are
under agriculture, 405 sq.km. are broadleaf forests, only 37 sq.km. coniferous, and 215
sq.km. scrubs. In the Macedonian part of Osogovo 44% of the terrains lie on altitude 5001 000 m., same is the percentage for the 1 000-1 500 m. zone. Forests above 1 800 m.
were artificially destroyed in the past to create grassland for pasturing, and now the
highlands are “clear”. There are some reforestation activities but mainly with coniferous
species which do not grow well under the Osogovo climate and soil conditions.

2. Mining operations: closed in Bulgaria, expanding in Macedonia

Osogovo Mountain is prospected for ores in the Antiquity and by Medieval Saxon ore
miners (called “sasi” by the local people). During the Ottoman rule the silver mines of
Kratovo provided considerable revenue and even hosted a mint. Geological surveys trace
gold, lead and zinc-containing ores on the Bulgarian part of the ridge. In 2002 the
working lead and zinc mines there were closed with the privatization of “Osogovo” EAD
– Kyustendil, which was indeed a profitable company before the price crash of metals on
the commodity market in the late 1990’s. The closure of mines dismissed 1 200 people,
and many of them living in Kyustendil and in the border villages still struggle to find
constant employment. There are some cases of experienced Bulgarian miners who find
employment in the Sasa mine in Macedonia.
A principle decision was met with the establishment of the Natura zone in 2006 that the
Bulgarian part of Osogovo will be used predominantly for the purpose of conservation of
nature, and no mining, over-construction, or plowing of pastures will be allowed there.
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The Ministry of Environment and Waters considered at that time that softer sectors as
tourism or traditional farming would not suffer from any restriction and even could profit
from the Natura zone in Osogovo. It should be noted that mining does not necessarily
contradict the biosphere reserve, and it is accepted in high-level strategic documents
dealing with the sustainable development of mountain regions that the mining operations
should be environmentally conscious and the local people should share a decent part of
the profits.
On the Macedonian part there are three mines in operation in Osogovo: Sasa in M.
Kamenitsa, Toranica in Kriva palanka, and Zletovo in Probistip municipalities. Two of
them, namely Toranica and Zletovo, are controlled by “Indo Minerals and Metals”: a
mining company based in London, which has also a smelter in Morocco. IMM is a
“boarding firm” of the Indian production conglomerate Binani Industries LTD based in
Mumbai. According to the company, it is one of the biggest foreign investors in
Macedonia with more than 1 bn. MKD expenses to renovate the Zletovo mine. Sasa
mine, the biggest of the three, is owned by the Russian company “Solway Group”. The
lead and zinc concentrate it produces in its flotation facility is transported for further
processing to the KCM smelter nearby Plovdiv in Bulgaria. Table 3 on mining operations
in Osogovo is based on company reports.
Table 3 Operational results of Osogovo lead and zinc mines in Macedonia
Ore output, t/y Reserves

Sasa

750 000

Investments

/ horizon

euro

20 years

50 000 000

Employed

Composition

700

*7-10%
Pb and Zn

Toranica

300 000

10 000 000 t

3 700 000

(192)

4.2% Pb
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(500 000)
Zletovo

400 000

16 000 000 t

16 400 000

382?

3.1% Zn

465

6% Pb

40 years
Total

> 1 500 00

50 000 000

2% Zn
70 100 000

1547

The ore production in Osogovo now exceeds 1.5 million tones, which is a considerable
amount, when compared to the whole production of 0.6 million tons for 2012 in the far
bigger Rhodope Mountain in Bulgaria, with 2-3 million tons during the peak ore
production there in the 1980s. Moreover the mining operations in Macedonian Osogovo
are expanding. According to the national statistical office of Macedonia the production of
lead and zinc concentrates in the country increased by more than 12% from 2012 to 2014
– and the only Macedonian lead and zinc mines are situated in Osogovo.
Table 4 Production of lead and zinc concentrates
2012

2013

2014

Lead concentrates

52 951

57 873

59 203

Zinc concentrates

56 074

61 815

63 140

It should be underlined that the working conditions in the mines of Macedonian Osogovo
are not satisfactory, although some positive changes have been made during the last
years. The monthly wage of a miner in Sasa is 25 000 MKD (410 euro) and to make 35
000 MKD one should take night shifts and work on holidays, according to unions reports.
The small mining town of Makedonska Kamenitsa does not give many other working
opportunities, having just two construction firms of 10 people, and two sewing factories
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with 150 people each. In 2013 IMM Macedonia was fined 100 000 euro because of
breaching the labor health law in the Zletovo mine. The Indian company operates the ore
mining and flotation facilities here since 2006, the same year the Russian investors also
reopened their Sasa mine.
The workers in Toranica and Zletovo mines went several times on strike in 2014 and in
the spring of 2015 because of delays with the payment of their wages and the very bad
labor conditions underground. The salaries in these mines amount to USD 400 monthly
but the Indian company at the end of February paid just 5 000 MKD (less than 100
dollars) for their work in January. The lowering and delay of the salaries meant that the
workers would lose their rights to health insurance and other social services, according to
industrial sources. The unions insist the necessary safety equipment to be purchased in
time and the working hours to be reduced to the legally permitted level.
Environmental records of the Osogovo ore mines are also controversial. There are several
cases of big tailing escapes from the ponds and contamination of waters with heavy
metals. Food-producing planes downstream are exposed to a constant risk of mining
contamination, drinking water is also endangered. On 30.08.2003 a large-scale incident
occurred on the Sasa mine. The old tailing pond gave up and a huge tailing heap,
reportedly 10 m high poured into the Kamenichka River, which flows into the Kalimantsi
Lake. This is the biggest lake of Eastern Macedonia which contains 127 million m3 water
used for irrigating, including for the intensive rice production in the Kochani plane.
Through Bregalnitsa River this incident may also have affected the quality of drinking
water in the towns of Kochani and Stip, which draw their water supplies from wells in the
alluvial horizon of Bregalnitsa (V. Mircovski, 2003). At that time the Ministry of the
environment estimated the imposed damage to 100 bn. MDK (more than 1.5 bn. euro).
The tailings poured into the river amounted to 160 000 m3. A substantial part of this
quantity, probably 20 000 m3 reached Kalimantsi Lake.
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In 1993 there was a similar breakdown on the Zletovo tailing pond, which contaminated
750 ha agricultural land in the Probistip municipality. More than 20 years passed, but the
very high concentrations of cadmium, lead, manganese and other heavy metals in soils do
not allow for any food related production. Even production of biofuels is not feasible on
this contaminated land since the concentrations of poisonous metals are higher than
plant’s tolerance.
The contribution of the three mines to the local incomes is considerable, if still
ambiguous. They provide jobs for more than 1500 people in a region with very high
unemployment. In case of a fatal incident the companies redeem to the families of miners
50 000 – 100 000 euro. The unions claim that if these “dead fines” were invested in a
timely manner in prevention measures, the accidents could not have taken place. With
gifts of food on fests, or with donations to some activities on a municipal level,
companies try to guarantee the loyalty of local people. Yet the low wages and bad
working conditions are not addressed. In the Sasa ore mine there were seven causalities
in the last several years.
According to the Macedonian law, at least 70% of the money paid as concession is
transferred to the municipal budgets. The municipality has the obligation to spend 1530% from this amount on natural protection. In the case of the Sasa mine the municipality
of M. Kamenitsa receives 80% of the concession amounting to 12 million MKD (200 000
euro) yearly. According to “Solwey Group” it contributes to the national budget of
Macedonia 400 million MKD annually (around 6.5 million euro), and the value of the
exported concentrates amounts to 33 million euro. There are ongoing plans to heighten
the annual ore production from Sasa to 1 million tons.
The mining sector is very important for Macedonia because it creates a considerable
share of its industrial production (around 12%). Mining investments are encouraged on a
very high political level, with explicit support for foreign extracting companies. More
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than 400 permits to prospect for ore and other mineral resources were issued in the last
years. There are intentions to open another lead and zinc ore mine in Kriva palanka
municipality, and the Russian company “Solwey Group” (registered in Nicosia, Cyprus)
has already received the most of the needed permits. The offshore investor insists that his
work highly contributes to the “integration of the Republic of Macedonia in the European
Union”. The old tailing dump has been re-cultivated, a new one was constructed, and an
ISO 14 001 certificate has been obtained. Despite all these measures the local people in
M. Kamenitsa are certain that every few months there are contaminations of waters.
The non-metal mineral resources in Osogovo Mountain are still not fully researched. A
bitumen slates deposit nearby Probistip is estimated to contain 2 million m3 reserves.
Some of the building rocks and quartzite opalite deposits are already exploited. In the
Kochani municipality a German investment took place recently, aiming at prospecting for
gabbro – dark rocks used mainly for cladding that sometimes contain valuable amounts
of chromium, nickel, cobalt, copper, a.o. Despite the 2 million euro invested in
preparation work the geological structure of the deposit proved economically unfeasible.

3. The manufacturing sector in the Osogovo region: emerging after crisis
The secondary sector of Osogovo is better developed in Kyustendil in Bulgaria.
Manufacturing companies create 41% of the value of the goods produced in the
municipality. According to the municipal economic accounts, provided by the regional
statistical office in Blagoevgrad, the value of the manufacturing goods produced in 2012
in the Kyustendil municipality amounts to BGN 112 million (60 million euro), and the
revenues are BGN 130 million with 6 million leva net profits. Textile, sewing and shoe
producing are presented in Kyustendil by more than two dozen firms. There are also
several export-oriented electronic companies, producing mainly transformers and
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condensers. Maybe the biggest of them is “Elprom Trafo” with 8.5 million leva net
revenues from sales in 2013, exporting almost two-thirds of its production abroad.
Certainly the food processing industry shares many common interests with the plan to
create a biosphere reserve in Osogovo. In Kyustendil this sector includes several middlesized companies producing bread, pasta, dairy, meat, and dried fruits. There is a factory
for toys, another for kitchen equipment, and winery. The whole manufacturing sector
employs more than 4 600 people, with compensations paid of 23 500 000 BGN. The
resulting average monthly wage of 220 euro per worker is very low even by national
standards. Some explanation for the low wages gives the closure of extracting companies,
namely the ore and coal mines that increased the supply of labor on the local level.
A company that may directly benefit from the biosphere reserve in Osogovo is the
Kyustendil based “Serena” Ltd. It produces dried fruits, mainly cherries, but also dried
vegetables and fruit powders, and it is branded as being “100 % natural and bio”. The
scale of its operations is considerable by regional standards: 2.2 million euro net revenues
from sales in 2013 which is 87% annual increase. But the accounting documents show
that even this aiming at sustainable image company provided 68 200 euro annual
remunerations to its employees. It is hardly possible to designate a low-wages industry as
being sustainable regardless of the “natural” or “organic” qualities of its products.
On the Macedonian side of Osogovo there are 485 companies counting to the
manufacturing sector. Most of them are located in Delchevo, Kochani, Kriva Palanka and
Probistip – respectively 93, 230, 59 and 47 companies. There are no data on their
combined revenues. In 2013, the total number of medium-sized companies in the eight
municipalities in Macedonia was 27, and it should be noted that in Macedonia to
medium-sized count also companies with as much as 30 employees. So the most
manufacturing firms in this region turn to be small-sized and with a limited investment
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potential. Their technological level is in question, even though reportedly 183 companies
in Macedonian Osogovo are active in the Science and R&D sector.
The year 2014 was exceptionally successful for Kochani manufacturing. The
municipality reports on its website about reopening of a factory producing parts for
tractors and automobiles, with 150 new employees (25 of them are engineers). The
investment of 1 million euro was provided by two Kochani based firms, who expect
rising orders from some old clients in Romania, Turkey, South Africa, Serbia, etc.
Another company producing cables for the automotive industry and antennas for mobile
telephones provided 300 new jobs and has expansion plans to double their number.
Another 50 people with plans for them to become 150 are employed by a new facility
growing orchids for the Western European market.
The secondary sector in Kyustendil accounted in 2012 for 40.8% of the net revenues
from sales, and employed 36% of the work force. It should be noted that this town
retained a bigger part of its production facilities in comparison with other Bulgarian
regions which were broadly deindustrialized. The crisis of 2009 took away 15% of the
employment in manufacture in Kyustendil.

4. Tourism and other services: expanding but still losing sector
The general conclusion regarding the tourism sector around Osogovo is that it is
developed less than its potential. The town of Kyustendil puts efforts to establish itself as
a destination for cultural and ecotourism, but it is still struggling to find its own face. The
cultural heritage of the town includes Roman termi – the second biggest Antiquity baths
in Bulgaria, after the Roman baths of Odessos, and a Late Antiquity and Medieval
fortress in Hisarlaka Park. In the Art gallery of Kyustendil there are collected many of the
paintings of the great Bulgarian artist Vladimir Dimitrov–Maistora, some of them
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portraying the vivid gardens in the foothills of Osogovo. Kystendil attracts some
international tourist interest, but for now it is more popular among the Bulgarian public:
data from 2008 reveal that more than 80% of the 30 000 overnight accommodations there
were made by Bulgarians.
It is noteworthy that supply of hotel beds in 2009 increased fourfold since 2005,
according to the local strategy for development of tourism, which counts the number of
hotel beds offered in the municipality to 902. Other data from the municipal LDP give a
more balanced number of 653 beds with 43 000 overnight accommodations for 2013,
which is an increase by 54% percent since 2007.
In the second case the occupancy rate of hotel beds in Kyustendil would be 68
accommodations per bed per year (18.6%), which is rather low. It is important also to
know the structure of the hotel base: there is one big 5-star hotel in Kystendil with 135
beds; four one-star hotels with 177 beds, and 11 family hotels which offer another 150
beds. Many of them are situated around Hisarlaka, attractive place for recreation and
sport in the vicinity of Kystendil. Motels, sanatoriums and two tourist huts in Osogovo
with 43 beds combined add to the overall tourist infrastructure of the municipality. In
general, the hotel supply in Kyustendil is diversified and could be used as a good base for
further development of the destination.
Another part of the touristic appeal of Kystendil is the small winter resort in Osogovo,
with three ski and snowboard runs of different difficulty. There is a lift facility with
capacity of 720 people per hour, and the prices there are considerably lower than in the
bigger snow sports resorts nearby (17 leva per adult per day in Osogovo compared with
50-58 leva daily cards for lifts in Borovets, Pamporovo or Bansko). The snow cover in
the middle parts of the mountain lasts in average around 130 days per year and thus this
small ski center seems to weather for now the climate change challenges. Yet the
company which operates the ski facilities “Ruen Sport” is offered for sale by a bank,
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probably its creditor. The ski run “Osogovo” suited for advanced skiers is 903 m long and
goes from 1 838 to 1 634 m altitude.
The southern part of Osogovo in Macedonia also hosts a small ski resort – “Ponikva”.
Account on tourism provided by the Macedonian statistic office reports only on Kochani,
where Macedonian tourists in 2013 had 2 951 overnight accommodations, and foreign
visitors stayed for another 761 nights. The number is more than 10 times smaller than in
Kyustendil. For the whole Eastern region in Macedonia the number of hotel beds in 2013
amounts to 1826 with slightly more than 42 000 overnight accommodations. This means
that the occupancy rate was very low – 23 times per year, or it may be that the number of
beds is overstated. In Kriva palanka there are a hotel and a motel with 133 beds
combined, but the number of visitors is very low, just 31% in 2000 in comparison to
1993, according to some municipal reports. As of Ponikva on altitude 1 650 m., the
capacity of the hotel base there is 200 people.
Investments of 20 000 000 euro are envisaged in the next 30 years to expand the
snowmaking equipment in Ponikva. The municipality of Kochani intends also to expand
the ski infrastructure with other resorts on Kalin kamen and Carev vrv. 30 000 euro are
invested only in preparing of technical documentation to seek financial resources from
foreign funds. There are four motels situated in the Osogovo Mountains, and five hotels
and a dozen of restaurants in the town of Kochani.
The numbers provided clearly show that tourism on the Macedonian part is far less
developed than in Kystendil – but this lagging behind also speaks of a bigger untapped
potential in Macedonia. It is very important that the extension of winter tourism
infrastructure on the southern slopes of Osogovo would not result in enhancing of
economic pressure on natural resources to unacceptable levels. The development plans of
Kyustendil accentuate the possibilities of recreational, health and spa tourism, thanks to
the natural healing powers of the hot mineral springs of the town that are renown from
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the Antiquity. Kochani and the nearby village of Istibanja could also emerge as a
balneology resort due to its hot mineral springs (65 degrees Celsius and very favorable
mineral composition). For now the quality of the hotel base of 40 beds is disputed.
Hunting tourism is practiced for long on the both sides, but it is not significantly
profitable. The hunting estate on the Macedonian side comprises an area of around 1 000
ha. According to “Osogovo” forestry estate based in Kyustendil, the annual profit of
hunting operations there is around 50 000 leva. Hunting generates specific employment
and needs no small resources to sustain the populations of hunting species. The hunting
estates may be involved in applying the big-mammals-tourism model in connection with
a biosphere reserve. The fisheries’ potential, more abundant in Macedonia needs further
research but according to the local population, the Kalimantsi lake – the biggest water
basin of the studied region, so as Kamenichka and Bregalnitsa Rivers are exposed to a
constant mining contamination.
It is worth mentioning that the notion of “harmful game” still persists in the Osogovo
region. In the period of 2004-2007 in the small Rankovtse municipality there were 85
wild cats and 18 wolves killed by organized hunters. This backward attitude to the wild
carnivores may pose a threat to any tourism strategy relying on observations of big
mammals. Also poaching is recognized as being one of the main threats to the local
biodiversity.
There exists a constant flow of religious tourists, respecting Osogovo as a sanctuary of
hermits. The attendants to the holiday in the St. Joachim Osogovski monastery in 2014
reached 25 000 people, according to the Macedonian press. Another important religious
center in Osogovo is the monastery of St. Gavril Lesnovski. Outside the Osogovo
Mountain but still in this wider mountainous land stands the Ruen monastery in Bulgaria.
It is situated nearby the cave which was used by the famous hermit St. Ivan Rilski, the
teacher of Joachim, Gavril, Prohor and many other renowned saints.
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As centre of a province Kystendil provides the basic level of banking, communication,
trade, administrative, education, healthcare and other kind of services. Still tourism is the
most important branch of the tertiary sector there, with 5.6 million euro net revenues
from hotels and restaurants in 2012, of them more than 1 million euro from overnight
accommodations. The number of the employed in tourism in Kyustendil is 766 people,
there are 239 firms in the sector. The net financial result from touristic activities in
Kystendil seems to be negative, with profitable firms declaring 760 000 BGN net gains,
and the losing enterprises having 1 800 000 leva loss.
In the Macedonian part there are 7 companies working in the finance and insurance
services and 13 in the real estate business, most of them in Kochani. In comparison, in
Kyustendil the real estate sector is represented by more than 60 firms, but their total
employment of 120 people speaks that most of them are small scale enterprises counting
on occasional deals. The municipal economic accounts of Kyustendil show that real
estate is another losing sector besides hotels and restaurants, with almost 1 million leva
net loss. Construction which organically counts to the secondary sector is closely related
to the crisis on the real estate market. With more than 6 million euro lost just in 2012, at
least some of 90 constructing companies with combined 850 employed may lose ground
and fail. Transport and logistics and healthcare services in Kyustendil show much better
results than construction, with 630 people employed for each industry and 1.6-1.8 mln.
leva reported net profits.

A detailed analysis on the construction industry in the eight

Macedonian municipalities is presented in the Appendix.

5. Business infrastructure and environment: suggestions for bridging the gaps in tourism
The industrial sector around Osogovo Mountain is developed better as may be expected
for a rural border area. One explanation for this is the industrial scale mining which
should have spilled organizational and technological skills across the region. Important
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role for the territorial and business development of the Bulgarian part plays the relative
proximity to Sofia. The Osogovo region is obviously divided into two economically
separate parts of two distinct states. Even in times of the socialist regime both countries
were not on the same side, with Yugoslavia pursuing economic policy independent from
COMECON. The turbulent years of 1990s did not provide opportunity to deepen the
regional business interactions. After 2007 the countries diverged still further, when
Bulgaria entered the European Union and this created a new regulatory environment.
Thus there is no active economic interaction between the Bulgarian and Macedonian side
of Osogovo, except from some administrative projects carried out on a municipal and
trans-border level, and communal visits to relatives or shopping. The similarity of having
two small-scale ski resorts has to be attributed to the shared mountain potential and also
to the same habits of local investors – and not to some kind of a common strategy. This
leads to the conclusion that there exist possibilities for economic synergies with lowering
of operational cost, finding new markets, or designing new common products. The
different production profile would complement the economic structures on both sides,
besides reducing the possibility for competition for clients between Bulgarian and
Macedonian enterprises.
There still exist considerable difficulties in this respect and no larger scale economic
interaction between enterprises of both countries is envisaged yet. Across Osogovo there
is a relatively good mobile coverage, but everyday phone communications between both
countries is hindered by the very high rates of mobile operators. Most of the
administration and businesses are using internet but the expensive mobile communication
is anyway a setback. Road connectivity poses another difficulty, with most roads in bad
condition, and also with missing road links. In winter time some villages (mahali) are
trapped in snow with no access for months. 45% of the municipal roads in Kyustendil,
that is 75 km, are classified as being in a bad condition. The road distance between
Kyustendil and Kochani is 136 km., more than two hours car drive. Air distance is only
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47 km. There are several mountain roads, one of them even crossing the border and
connecting M. Kamenitsa with Nevestino, but they are suited mainly for walking or for
SUV's, and occasionally they are damaged by adverse weather conditions.
“Tourism infrastructure” in general means all the assets that contribute to the
establishment of points and networks of touristic interest and demand: that is, roads, food,
drinks, hotels, advertising and publicity and many more. It is evident that tourism is much
better developed on the Bulgarian side of Osogovo, since in Kyustendil municipality
there are as many firms working in tourism as in all eight Macedonian municipalities.
Also the number of overnight accommodations is ten times higher in Kyustendil than in
Kochani. The higher density of touristic facilities in the case of Osogovo increases the
perceived value of the destination because it gives the visitors a choice. The point of
oversupply and burdening touristic fuzz seams for now to be too distant.
Osogovo lacks not only beds or restaurants, but also style – products with a common
design which would increase the appeal of this destination among target markets. The
concrete look is a matter of negotiations between private enterprises and the process of
implementation of a biosphere reserve could facilitate a common touristic view.
Part of the explanation for the still untapped touristic potential is that divided between
two countries Osogovo is too small to explore the whole range of possibilities provided
by modern tourism. Just 90 km from Sofia, Kyustendil may aspire for a huge demand for
recreation and naturally produced foods. A constant stream of well-off weekend-tourists
from the capital city could invigorate the local economy. The same is true about Kochani
and Skopje. But the touristic supply should match the requirements of the tourists.
Weekend tourists seek not only for recreation and rest, and in no way just for food and
bed. Also the luxury hotel and restaurant conditions should be reconsidered since luxury
seekers should surely prefer another holiday destination to the underdeveloped Osogovo.
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Despite of this many, if not most touristic investments in Bulgaria and Macedonia are
aiming at attracting the high-end tourists, which in general are insensitive toward price.
But the regional touristic companies do this offering questionable comfort on unjustified
prices. It may be more appropriate to address middle-class families with kids, buying
traditional and health related products, sport and fun, mountain adventures, and
traditional food. In Osogovo as in the most parts of both countries there is a need for a
more client-friendly approach to emerge.
One of the examples of unrealized potential is the lack of mineral water bottling facilities
in Osogovo. The old mineral bath Chifte Banya in Kyustendil in its most busy days
attracts 200 visitors, including guests from Macedonia, Serbia, and Albania. But the
healing mineral waters of the ancient Ulpia Pautalia may easily outgrow this regional
reach in case the municipality engages with proper promotion activities, or even with
some capital investments supported by EU funding. A new modern, world-class public
mineral basin could revive the town of Kyustendil and the whole region while providing
a powerful stimulus to the general touristic supply, food and drinks production,
construction, etc. The story of the ancient town renowned across Roman Empire for its
healing mineral waters may add to the message of sustainable and healthy environment
carried by the biosphere reserve.
It would be also feasible to arrange a set of different experiences in the mountains
complementing the balneology: trips along eco trails, educational games for kids, horse
riding, and photography tours. In this way it would be quiet possible to retain the tourists
for a longer stay – not only for the weekend but for 2 or 3 days or even more. In that case,
the collaboration between the cross-border partners in the biosphere reserve becomes
essential. The best way to entertain tourists is to give them a picture of the heritage of the
whole Osogovo region, which is a shared interest of both Bulgaria and Macedonia.
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The potential of the site allows for at least three specific and promising touristic forms,
namely large mammals observation, mining tourism, and pilgrimage. There are resources
on both sides of the border which could complement each other, but in general Bulgaria
has advantages in wild-life tourism, and Macedonia in mining and religious tourism. A
Macedonian expert has located 9 medieval pits and smelters around Osogovo – in M.
Kamenitsa, Kratovo, and Kriva palanka. There are another two from Roman times in the
Probistip municipality. With a proper archeological explanation and interpretation, in
collaboration with the operating mines, the ancient mining may attract visitors in guided
tours across the mountain. The geological phenomenon “Kuklitsa” in the Kratovo
municipality will add value to this undertaking. The biosphere reserve could contribute to
the establishment of such joint projects, building relationships with the locally active
extracting companies and designing a common view and strategy. It is noteworthy that
UNESCO on request by the Italian government has designated in 2007 “the first geopark
in the world” in Sardinia highlighting more than 8 000 years of mining history in the
area. A brief history of ancient and medieval mining in Osogovo which could be used for
designing such touristic joint undertakings is included in the Appendix.
Still humans are the main part of the business infrastructure – being in the same time
labor force, entrepreneurs, or consumers. It should be stated that the human potential of
the core Osogovo region is quickly diminishing. A Macedonian estimate states that half
of the village population of Osogovo will disappear in the foreseeable future if no
measures are taken. In the Nevestino municipality in Bulgaria there is no youth
unemployment simply because there are few young people there. The new employment
opportunities in Kochani attract population, but this goes at the price of nearby villages
being exposed to further depopulation. And even in the Kochani municipality the death
rate now exceeds the birth rate and the natural increase is negative. In a longer run this
may endanger also the availability of workforce for the extensive livestock production on
the Macedonian part of Osogovo. Pasturing or growing vegetables or potatoes requires
hard work but often brings small reward.
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The demographic plunge of Kystendil is presented on a graph in the Appendix. When
compared to the simultaneous increase in unemployment rates after 2009 one may
conclude that the current conditions on the labor market are really severe. But despite the
high unemployment rate it is still hard to find employees with relevant qualification. In
some parts the educational level of the local population is rather low. The census of 2002
revealed that in the Probistip municipality only 4.6% of the population has university
education, below the share of people without education. And in Rankovtse the number of
people who did not attend school at all is ten times higher than the number of people with
high education (503 to 36. Local environmental action plan, p. 29).
Speaking of general business conditions for activities generated along a biosphere
reserve, custom duties at some point may impede the integrated production, for instance
the food processing. In providing joint services it is easier to transfer value across
borders. Last but not least, compliance with the European standards may be a challenge
for Macedonian companies not only in mining but also in dairy and food production.

ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR A BIOSPHERE RESERVE
1. Different development patterns on the Bulgarian and Macedonian side of the
Osogovo region
Municipalities around the Osogovo Mountain share not only a geographical massif but
also many common economic and demographic features. The whole region faces
depopulation, with a negative rate of natural increase even for the demographic champion
Kochani. The wages are very low, the labor market tight and there are some tourism
related business expectations besides huge infrastructure gaps. But these factors are rather
a common thread for mountainous and border regions in the Balkans. There are many
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differences on the other hand, which may result in divergent interests of both regions, but
also in synergies and spillovers.
Agriculture on the Macedonian part of the studied region is better developed as a whole.
Only in two cultures the Bulgarian side has an advantage: the production of fruits,
especially cherries, and wheat production. The latter is the simplest way to utilize the
land and comply for European subsidies, given the low yields and the presence of more
profitable opportunities provided by climate and soils. The production of cherries in the
Kyustendil region is about ten times higher than in the Macedonian part and the yield is
sometimes abundant but there are repeating tensions by gathering of cherries and their
reaching the markets.
On the Macedonian side agriculture focuses on rice and vegetables production and
livestock breeding, with over ten times more feral animals than in Bulgaria. Most of the
60 000 sheep in the Macedonian part of Osogovo region are grazing on the highland
pastures in the summer months. The quality of the produced meat and homemade dairy is
considerable and may be priced as “natural” and “organic”, even if the green labeling is
decided to be too burdening to Osogovo. This extensive livestock breeding is reducing
the domain of forests that in turn allows for a big scale gathering of blueberries and
mushrooms. On the Bulgarian side the abandoning of livestock herds resulted in advance
of timber production and strengthening of the forestry sector. Bulgarian pastures grow
with scrubs and providing pasture for some Macedonian farmers could turn to be a
mutually beneficial endeavor.
The regional strategy in mining also diverges on the Bulgarian and Macedonian parts of
Osogovo. The opening of new mining operations in Macedonia is declared to be a
valuable driver for generating employment and raising living standards in less-favored
areas. There are expectations that a biosphere reserve would limit the opportunity to
invest in new mines, and thus to impede the well-being of a poor region. A more detailed
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point of view on the topic stresses the bad labor conditions, low wages and bad
environmental records. Still, there is a strong opposition to any limitation of the prospects
for mining expansion. With more than 1 500 people working in the ore mines, probably
up to 10 000 adults both in the formal and informal sector are connected to mining (a
fifth of the total population of the mountains, according to the Valorization study, and
maybe more than a third of the economically active population). The mining industry
receives support on a highest state level.
The decision met in Bulgaria is that Osogovo will focus on soft sectors like fruit
production and multitude forms of tourism and will not pursue any opening of its old lead
and zinc mines. Kyustendil tries to attain the image of a clean and healthy spa center.
Every attempt to reopen the mining there would face fierce public opposition. The closed
mines on the Bulgarian side may be used at their best as tourist attraction. So in a transborder sphere there emerge divergent sector interests. Mining expansion intended by the
Russian and Indian companies working in Macedonia should not contradict the smaller
scale, but sustainable sectors like alternative tourism or food production.
There are two kinds of manufacturing companies in Osogovo. Some of them play part in
foreign delivery chains, so it is very hard to envisage regional cooperation and
consequent involvement between them. Others utilize local resources and there is a
possibility to complement their products and markets through greater integration on the
local level, while creating integrated trans-border local value chains. This is true
especially for food industry, in the presence of the very big and unsaturated markets in
Sofia and Skopje less than 100 km afar, and the spare manufacturing capabilities in
Kyustendil. The production capacity may be utilized by buying quality meat from
Macedonia, offering fair prices to the producers in a win-win situation.
Tourism around Kyustendil is considerably more developed than in Macedonia, with
more overnight accommodations in the Bulgarian municipality than in the whole Eastern
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Macedonian province. Still there are some unfeasible features of the touristic supply
which have to be avoided. The new hotel base should meet the modern client’s demand
offering hotel rooms and restaurants for the middle market segment instead of targeting
the small illusive group of high-end tourists. The Macedonian part has advantages with
respect to food, and hosts important religious centers. The Bulgarian approach toward
tourism is focused on mountain hiking and balneology. In Macedonia there is no
established network of guesthouses or family hotels like in Bulgaria. Two small winter
resorts in both countries allow for some kind of common publicity, “Osogovo” –
“Ponikva”, but their contact is limited geographically: the road distance between
Kyustendil and Kochani is about the same from both border points Gyueshevo and
Delchevo – and in both cases it is more than 120 km. long. The much bigger snow resorts
of Bansko and Borovets are situated nearer to Kystendil.

2. The main economic sectors of Osogovo in relation to a biosphere reserve
Divergent economic and population structure around the Osogovo Mountain proves that
the impacts of a biosphere reserve would be different across the municipalities and
economic sectors. Table 5 summarizes the initial expectations of the sector outcomes. It
may be deducted that a biosphere reserve would impose biggest effects on agriculture and
food production, mining, and tourism.
Table 5 Estimation of the impacts of a biosphere reserve on different economic sectors in
Osogovo

Plant production

Bulgaria

Macedonia

++

+
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Livestock

+

++

Forestry

+

+

Mining

=

--/+

Manufacture

=/ +

=

Tourism

+

++

Real Estate

+

+

Plant production in the Bulgarian part of Osogovo could derive a considerable benefit
from a biosphere reserve. The new entity may be used as a proof of the “special quality”
of fruits produced around Kyustendil, and thus increase the revenue for local producers,
reaching new markets and consumers. The possibilities provided by a biosphere reserve
could also encourage planting of traditional varieties and breeds. The effect on livestock
in Bulgaria will be smaller simply because the livestock there is diminished as a
consequence of the severe depopulation. But a biosphere reserve would certainly
encourage meat or dairy production from Osogovo also in Bulgaria, targeting the market
in Sofia. A biosphere reserve on the Bulgarian side would in general also be beneficial for
the state forest and hunting estate “Osogovo”. Its framework and involvement would
speed-up the multifunctional management of the forest estate.
On the Macedonian part there would be also advantages for the primary sector as a
whole. Here seems that the livestock production would gain most. The prices for food in
Macedonia and Bulgaria currently are on a comparable level. No big bargains should be
expected, but the emergence of potential demand from Bulgarian food producers for meat
and milk from Macedonia will certainly be beneficial for the local farmers lessening the
volatility of prices. The livestock farms or dairy or meat producers could seek sales also
on other foreign markets using Osogovo as a label, in some way. The plant production on
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the Macedonian part has biggest potential in fruits, including gathering of blueberries,
which could also aspire for foreign markets. It should be noted that the rice production in
Kochani plane has to be closely monitored for any new contamination from the Sasa
mine. In general, there are many agricultural products, foods and drinks in the
Macedonian part which could be marketed as coming from “Osogovo, the organic heart
of the Balkans”, for instance.
If carried out simultaneously with the Bulgarian side, the implementation of a biosphere
reserve could receive a better publicity and the initial establishment costs would be
shared between the two sides. The positive effects will reveal themselves also on a
grassroots level, for instance in forestry. Some pastures in Bulgaria could be identified as
suitable for Macedonian sheep farmers – a first step of a closer economic collaboration.
With time the pressure of grazing will disperse across the region, limiting scrubs in
Bulgaria and allowing for some reforestation on higher altitudes in Macedonia. This may
also be a push for Bulgarian livestock farmers.
The expanding mining on the Macedonian side is one of the bottlenecks in the
implementation process of a biosphere reserve. The area along Kamenichka River below
the Sasa mine and its tailing pond has already been excluded from the projected territory
of the protected area in Osogovo. So “the circle around Osogovo”, if sometimes used as a
touristic destination or offered as an ecotourism or pilgrimage experience will be harder
to close. There are registered cases of contamination of soils and waters, and some of
them on a mass scale. The working conditions in the mines contradict the principle of
sustainable development, namely the profits from the resource to be fairly shared among
the local community. According to the unions there is a high risk for miners to develop
silicosis in the mines.
In the same time the mines provide employment for maybe up to a fifth of the local adult
population on the Macedonian side. The wages are low but they are a rare source of
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monetary income in a less developed region with very low rate of higher education
enrollment. The most important thing to stress here is that mining by itself does not
contradict the idea of biosphere reserves. The mining enterprises could continue their
operations and even expand to a limited extent, but only when strictly following the
principles and procedures of sustainable mining. Their impact should be scrutinized for
early detection of any failure. Working conditions should be improved, including wages
to be raised, and investments in avoiding fatalities to be made. In this respect mining
operations in Macedonia, and not only in Osogovo, could extract long-term benefits for
being exposed to higher standards which a sustainably managed rural territory requires.
Though the manufacturing sector around Osogovo is better represented for a rural region
than some may expect, the possible gains from a biosphere reserve for the industry will
unfold in a longer term, first in the food processing facilities. Real estate operations will
react positively on a biosphere reserve, because it will raise the perceived value of the
surrounding environment. This is true especially for the Nevestino municipality, where
some abandoned mahali on the picturesque low mountain landscape may be revived by
well-off people working in the city.
Tourism on both sides of Osogovo will gain through a biosphere reserve, yet there are
some points here to be made. It may be concluded that any future increase of touristic
supply will be stronger in Macedonia because the territory is unexploited for tourism as a
whole. It will take time, at least 5-8 years to create an infrastructure which could deliver
constant incomes from tourism to local people in Macedonia. The local people show
considerable hospitality toward foreigners and especially toward Bulgarians, which are
considered to be “our brothers” (a constantly reoccurring phrase during the terrain
research). But the central and local authorities in Macedonia should attain a more open
attitude toward the touristic development of this border zone.
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On the Bulgarian part the far bigger touristic supply shows clear signs of a wrong
strategy: the sector of hotels and restaurants as a whole delivers net loss of almost 1
million BGN for 2012 in Kyustendil municipality. Either touristic firms do not meet
modern requirements or the target markets are unaware of their qualities.
The snow sport tourism which is present in Osogovo in both countries receives special
attention. The snow cover in Osogovo Mountain is generally reliable, and there are snow
production facilities on the both sides. The ski runs are appropriate for beginners and
advanced skiers, and offer far lower prices in comparison to the bigger ski resorts in Rila
and Pirin Mountains (for example, an accommodation in a double hotel room in the high
winter season costs 15 euro per person). Ski sports in Osogovo develop in a specific
economic niche, which may guarantee their middle and long term results. Mountain ski
resorts today hardly see any connection between their business and a biosphere reserve
and even may turn to be hostile to the project if convinced that their profits would be
endangered in some way.
Locally produced clean foods or alternative touristic activities that follow a common
sustainable strategy would certainly raise the attractiveness of Osogovo as destination for
tourism. But many entrepreneurs put in question the possible sustainable gains and
instead focus on the feared restrictions – as in the case with the intentions to stretch the
ski zone from Ponikva to Kalin kamen. The harmful habit to clear forests or to destroy
pastures to create ski runs regardless of the potential conservation value of the terrain will
be no doubt challenged by the sustainable development imperatives. On the other hand,
winter sport resorts in Osogovo will add value through a biosphere reserve, by
diversifying their points of sales and target clients. They could be attracted as valuable
allies to this project but much preparation work should be made to this end.
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3. SWOT analysis of the main economic sectors around Osogovo Mountain
The analysis above showed that agriculture and food production, mining, and tourism are
the most important sectors of the Osogovo economy concerning the establishment of a
biosphere reserve. Their strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats are examined in
three tables below.
Table 6. SWOT analysis of agriculture: how to add market appeal through a biosphere
reserve
Strengths
-

-

-

Agricultural products of high
quality: fruits, rice, dairy products,
meat;
Extensive highlands for pasturing,
irrigated planes, lush orchards;
Mostly uncontaminated region
perceived as “natural” and
“healthy”;

-

Big markets nearby – Sofia less than
90 km from Kyustendil, Skopje –
130 km from Kochani;

-

The demand for natural food is
growing worldwide;

-

Growing number of food producing
and touristic companies in the
region;

Weaknesses
-

Bad demographic conditions;

-

Old and continuing contamination of
waters and soils from mining;

-

Missing or bad roads;

-

Low technological level;

-

Different standards for food safety in
both countries;

-

Perishing production (fruits)
dependent on middlemen;
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Opportunities
-

Access to new EU markets;

-

Products branded as “natural”;

-

Traditional varieties and breeds;

-

Balancing of grazing across border;

-

Fairer prices and easier distribution
for producers;

-

Supporting entrepreneurship: young
farmers, dairies, rural touristic
attractions, etc.;

-

Retaining people on the land;

-

Farmers will benefit from any
infrastructure developed by the BR
providing them with easier access;

-

Using geothermal energy for
hothouse or communal heating on a
broader scale;

Threats
-

Increased competition for clients
between Bulgarian and Macedonian
farmers and lowering of prices;

-

Low hygiene standards in food
production, cheating;

-

Expanding mining operations and
new contamination with heavy
metals;

-

Vulnerability to climate change and
water stress;

-

Failed investments because of lack
of labor force;

Table 7. SWOT analysis of mining: higher standards lower the risks
Strengths
-

-

-

Provides employment and income
on a big scale in a poor region;

Weaknesses
-

Very bad labor conditions;

-

Source of contaminations with heavy
metals in the past;

-

Tailing ponds unreliable;

-

Source of dust and noise

Companies declaring intentions to
invest in modernization of mines;
80% of concessions remain on a
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local level;
-

The European Union urges the
mining industry to stick to
sustainable principles;

-

High enrollment of workers in
unions;

Opportunities

contamination;
-

Unsustainable resource sector;

Threats

-

Better environmental performance
of mines thanks to the monitoring
systems of a biosphere reserve;

-

New contaminations of Bregalnitsa
tributaries which may affect large
areas with intensive food production;

-

A push for better labor conditions in
a UNESCO designated area;

-

-

Sponsoring by mines of some
activities on a municipal level with
importance for biosphere protection;

Lobbying on national and municipal
level for a postponement of a
biosphere reserve because of the
burdening higher standards expected;

-

Distortion of economic structure,
depressing of other sectors;

-

Turning big parts of the region into
closed entities, entirely dependent on
companies’ fortunes and world
market prices;

-

As a rule, corroboration between
mines and the forestry sector
increases;

-

The mines may get involved in the
development of mining tourism;

-

They may be required to supply
support in local infrastructure
development;

-

Compensation scheme in natural
protection activities for every
mining expansion should be
envisaged;
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Table 8. SWOT analysis of tourism: luxury is outdated
Strengths

Weaknesses

-

Mountainous region with unspoiled
nature and valuable heritage;

-

Very sparse tourist infrastructure on
the Macedonian side;

-

Hot mineral waters;

-

-

Locally produced food and drinks;

-

Attractive historical sites as
Hisarlaka, Roman baths in
Kyustendil, Lesnovo monastery,
Kratovo etc.;

Wrong focus on clients: missing
special service design for middleincome families with kids, which are
the most important target for
weekend tourism;

-

Wrong focus on tourist activities,
with highest expectations toward
winter sports, in a middle-high
mountain vulnerable to climate
change;

-

Very low publicity on international
and even on national level;

-

Proximity to Sofia and Skopje with
market potential for thousands of
weekend tourists;

-

An unexploited destination with
enough space for discovery and
adventure;

-

Return of large carnivores on the
Bulgarian side which may focus the
promotion activities;

Opportunities
-

All the information and publicity
devices of MAB Programme;

-

Higher (possibly much higher)
tourist interest and attendance;

-

Easier access to European funds;

-

Integrated touristic products with the

Threats
-

Unfair competition between
Bulgarian and Macedonian touristic
firms and “stealing of clients”;

-

Overexploitation of touristic assets,
for example endangering
biodiversity through clearing for ski
runs;

-

Opposition or lobbying against
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other country;
-

Touristic companies could invest in
a local food producer and thus create
an integrated tourism service based
on Osogovo resources;

-

Reviving of cultural heritage of
Osogovo and preserving the local
identity;

-

Established part of the Green Belt;

biosphere reserve by winter ski
resorts aiming at extensive territorial
development and industrial scale;
-

Some political or security tensions
revealed during the designing of
integrated trans-border routes;

4. PEST analysis of the basic drivers for creating a biosphere reserve
The analyses carried out so far considered the prospects of a given firm or of a whole
sector in relation to the biosphere reserve, as if the forces of competition, opportunities
for market access and the marginal productivity rates were the sole determinants of the
outcomes. In practice some factors of higher magnitude – macroeconomic or even
geostrategic, also play role here. PEST analysis (comprising Political, Economic, Social,
and Technological factors of the business environment) is broadly used in strategic
planning to detect these more basic drivers. Sometimes PEST is complemented by
STEER analysis, meaning Socio-cultural, Technological, Economic, Ecological and
Regulatory factors.
With regard to the political factors Bulgaria abides to the rules prescribed by the
European Union. FYR of Macedonia is expected in some time to start an accession
process to the EU and then a closer cooperation between the administrations of border
municipalities may be envisaged. To some extent this may result in common territorial
planning and infrastructure development. A biosphere reserve on common geographical
territory could serve beneficially in this process. There is sometimes a sense of
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unwillingness on an institutional level for cooperation between two countries. Politically
important may turn to be the encouragement of mining investments in all mountainous
territories by the Macedonian government. Lobbying against the biosphere reserve may
result in a lessened motivation for sustainable endeavors by the authorities. A
recommended solution is to provide support for the biosphere reserve by the heads of
state. It is expected from both presidents to advance the UNESCO causes.
The general economic factors of the environment for now are unfavorable. The economic
crisis led to an increase of unemployment, and this put constrains on wages. GDP per
capita in Osogovo region is about ten times lower than the EU average. When adjusted to
the purchase parity this divergence may lessen somewhat, but still it should be concluded
that Osogovo is a poverty-stricken region, at least by European standards. On the other
hand, the Osogovo region is not deprived of industry and this may create some
possibilities for a more sustainable development in the future. Allocating of a big
manufacturing entity, for example, may turn the extracting industry to be not so essential
for the local well-being. Even now the manufacturing industry claims a considerable
share of the local economy, especially in Kyustendil.
There are several win-win consequences of a biosphere reserve, including:
• providing pasture in Bulgaria for Macedonian herds;
• utilizing the livestock production from Macedonia in Kyustendil;
• a common strategy for access of Osogovo fruits on the EU markets;
• joint touristic routes;
Both sides of the Osogovo Mountain put their long term expectations in tourism and may
find the biosphere reserve as the long-awaited framework for engaging deeper in this
business.
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Another economic opportunity created by the biosphere reserve would be easier access to
funds provided by the European Union. According to the System for monitoring of
structural funds in Bulgaria, in the period from 2007 to 05.2015 projects amounting to 60
million euro were initiated in the Kyustendil municipality. The real amount of money
paid is much lower, and one big ongoing project for modernization of communal water
treatment constitutes the bigger part of the total sum. Still the Kyustendil municipality
has already received 2.1 million euro for streets greening and several manufacturing
companies shared a dozen of grants for technological renewal and low energy intensity in
amount of 200-700 thousand euro each. The Macedonian side has also widely benefited
from the European funding and not necessarily to a lesser extent than Bulgaria. Through
IPA, PHARE and CARDS programs during 2007-2012 the Macedonian municipalities of
the Osogovo region worked on projects worth more than 6.2 million euro.
Social factors at the moment are also not entirely positive. The biggest threat here is the
demographic decline. The average population density of the core region is below 10
people per sq.km. While creating good opportunities for biodiversity conservation, this
demographic situation is a setback for economic activities and also for the local social
life. A density so low seems to contradict the sustainable wellbeing of the region: the
“social fabric” of Osogovo is now very thin. In the studied region there are municipalities
with a very high infant mortality, as the national statistic office of Macedonia reveals. The
educational level is also very low in the more remote parts of the mountain. A biosphere
reserve should address also these weaknesses in some way. Yet the population on both
parts of the mountain is willing to cooperate and interact and readily takes part in the
meetings of Bulgarian and Macedonian “Osogovians” taking place every year on the
border line.
When examining the cultural factors, it is evident that a cross-border biosphere reserve
would contribute to the mutual understanding of neighboring people. Regardless of the
official narrative, the people in both parts of Osogovo speak a common language. Some
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positive competition between Bulgaria and Macedonia may emerge from arranging new
local events of touristic importance. Last but not least, the divergent spatial development
in Osogovo region may turn to be of significant scientific interest, since a common
geographical asset under two different management systems has developed distinct and
emergent characteristics. History of Osogovo allows for an essential study of political
impacts on spatial or sector economic development.
There are several factories based in Kyustendil and Kochani that operate on a relatively
more advanced technological level. Yet the technological preparedness of the common
public is more relevant to the issue of implementation of a biosphere reserve. High costs
of mobile connections across border add a negative impression to the poor, sometimes
misleading information about the municipalities in the internet. A positive point is the
relatively well developed administrative capacity on municipal level, built in numerous
European projects. This organizational network of municipal experts may facilitate the
implementation

process

of

a

biosphere

reserve.

5. Other economic factors for sustainable development of the Osogovo region
According to a sociological study of rural population carried out in the Bulgarian part of
Osogovo, 34% of the respondents claimed that they produce by themselves most part of
the food they consume, but few of them bring extra food on the market (“Osogovo in the
European Green Belt”, 2008). The self-sustaining households are of special interest for
biosphere reserves since they are economically vulnerable and in the same time they
represent the most important part of the cultural heritage of the place. The people who
rely on nature to make their living are the custodians of traditional ecologic knowledge,
with many valuable inventions how to adapt their husbandry to the harsh and changing
environment. Livestock breeding practices on the Macedonian side and probably
horticulture on the Bulgarian side may constitute to such cores of traditional knowledge.
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B. Markoski estimated in 2009 that on the Macedonian part of Osogovo around 12 000
people live a rural life. Their diminishing number is only part of the demographic
problem. The number of people per household is diminishing too, to less than 2 people
living in one house. The rural households rely on everyday hard labor of whole families,
thus this demographic feature means that many households in Osogovo are economically
exhausted. It may turn that the local economy could not immediately produce as much
“clean food” or natural products as the market could demand. In a broader sense, the
regional economic activity is gradually fading away. Several thousand households across
Osogovo should be the main stakeholders in implementing a biosphere reserve. But this
is not an easy organizational task since many people are living in villages without shops,
asphalt roads, or sewage. Another demographic disadvantage of Osogovo is that in the
studied territory men outweigh women, who leave this area for education, work, or
marriage.
One of the consequences of establishing a biosphere reserve could be an increase of the
prices of real estate. The provided data for the price of agricultural land in Macedonian
municipalities reveal a somewhat higher level in comparison to the Bulgarian part – 6001 500 euro per 1 000 sq.m. For the rocky terrains of Kratovo the price is a bit lower, but
for the more fertile land in Obleshevo it reaches 3 000 euro per 1 000 sq.m. The
agricultural land in the border zone of Bulgaria rarely costs more than 300 euro per 1 000
sq.m. It may be that the Macedonian respondents revealed in the research their ask price,
which may be further negotiated. Anyway, the price increase of real estate may be
beneficial for the local community. Some villages, for instance in Nevestino municipality,
may host holiday homes of many young professionals since the access from Sofia to this
rural zone is only around 90 minutes. During the real estate boom in the middle of the
2000s some foreigners bought homes in the remote villages of Southern Osogovo in
Bulgaria. At least some parts of Osogovo on the Bulgarian side could be revived by
modern population seeking to relax from the urban stress. A biosphere reserve could
become a driver for such a process.
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Also custom duties should be taken into consideration when analyzing the potential for
sustainable economic development. It has been stated that a biosphere reserve should
deliver economic synergies. These include transportation of inputs across border –
livestock, fruits and vegetables, timber, or food which all have to be taxed according to
the national regulations. This may discourage entrepreneurs attempting to establish
business links and networks. A special regime may be envisaged in respect of smallerscale enterprises which deliver traditional products.
The forestry sector in Osogovo is an example of the divergent land use patterns on both
sides of the mountain. There are several factors that may disturb the sustainable use of the
forest resources. According to the data provided by Macedonian partners, during the
period 2002-2005 there were 37 forest fires in Osogovo which have affected around 600
ha. More recent information (Natalija Angelova, Master thesis, 2010) reveals a harsh
dispute between the forest estates and the local population concerning the use of firewood
by households.
The locals were used not to pay for the firewood they are gathering “in the wild” and this
was tacitly accepted by the forest estates for many years. The average use per family per
year is around 15 m3 thus the annual unregistered gathering of firewood may approach
100 000 m3. This is a huge amount by itself but recently some local people began also to
lodge wood for sale. The forest police responded by tightening the control and some
locals were punished. The reaction of the community was a sort of boycott against the
forest estates but with no immediate result. Meanwhile, it is suspected that some forest
police servants became lodgers themselves. And this is not unexpected since the Local
economic plan of Kriva palanka municipality reveals that the forestry servants receive
their salaries with two years delay. As a rule – not only on the Balkans but around the
Europe – the forestry sector is a conservative and “closed society”, very slow to accept
any change. The biosphere reserve could find a strong support by these public entities but
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for this sake it should be supported and promoted on a central level, since mistrust now
prevails.
The forest use in the Bulgarian part of Osogovo is more intensive than in Macedonia but
still it hosts the two large carnivores, the lynx and brown bear, which are not reported on
the Macedonian side. The three large carnivores, lynx, wolf and bear, allow not only for
some specific touristic products but also for a greater publicity of the whole studied
region. There are successful examples – for instance, some apples produced in the USA
are branded as coming from the reservations in the foothills of famous mountains and
peaks. Meat, dairy or even fruits branded as coming from “Osogovo, the land of the lynx
returned” may have an immense market success.
The general conclusion here is that it is quite possible to strike a balance between forest
use, ecotourism, and conservation of the biodiversity on a regional level. But sometimes
the bottom-up approach may not suffice for the allocation of rights and responsibilities,
especially in the forestry sector in a trans-border context. The local involvement could
not be replaced by a command approach, but some explicit governmental policies should
supplement it.
Geothermal energy is the big open question by the evaluation of the sustainable potential
of Osogovo region. In Kochani hot springs are used for communal heating since 1987 but
the system still does not comprise households (heating three schools, a gym, a municipal
court hall and 18 hectares of hothouses around the Podlog village). The temperature
reaches 75-78°C and the discharge is considerable – 300 l/sec. In addition, new mineral
springs are discovered continuously in the region, last – in March 2015. The Austrian
state has granted USD 2.3 million since 1998 to the geothermal development of Kochani
(according to the Open Aid Data). As a result a doublet system has been implemented. It
injects the mineral waters already used for heating back beneath the surface which is
beneficial both in environmental and in economic sense (the same method is widespread
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in Iceland). “Geoterma”, subsidiary of the “Vodovod” utility - Kochani operates this
hydrological system and collects around 30 million MKD fees. Several years ago
technological documentation has been prepared aiming at expanding the geothermal
facilities to the end clients. It is still not applied in practice.
It should be noted that on the Balkans there are enough examples of self-serving or
corrupted infrastructure developments. Sometimes, and this is probably the case with the
new “Knezevo” dam in Probistip municipality costing 100 million euro at its first phase,
the regional problems are not addressed in the most cost-effective way. On the other hand
there are some decisions that may benefit the local people but they are postponed since
they will affect some vested interests. This may be the case with the expansion of the
geothermal heating system of Kochani. Besides this the hot mineral springs of Kyustendil
are entirely untapped for energy purposes. It would be feasible to seek funding for a
simultaneous development of geothermal energy in Kyustendil and Kochani. In addition
to the environmental and economic benefits, this may turn into another point of touristic
interest in the line of mining and geology tourism (as in Iceland).
Table 9. SWOT analysis of the overall business infrastructure of the Osogovo region in
relation to a biosphere reserve
Strengths

Weaknesses

-

Proximity to Sofia and Skopje;

-

Bad and missing asphalt roads;

-

Existing manufacturing industry;

-

Expensive mobile communication
across border;

-

Valuable agricultural resources;
-

Low educational level, ageing;

-

Administrative capacity thanks to a
number of EU funded projects;

-

Poverty and unemployment;

-

Cultural and natural heritage;

-

Vested interests;

-

Makadam and mountain roads

-

Different national standards and
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suitable for ecotourism;
Opportunities
-

UNESCO designated site;

-

Specific touristic products: mining
tourism, large mammals, Green Belt;

-

Synergies between sectors across
border;

-

Clean food production;

-

Geothermal energy and balneology;

-

Access to bigger European markets
with foods produced in Osogovo;

custom tariffs;
Threats
-

Extensive industrial scale
development, either in mining or
winter sports;

-

Economic exhaustion of selfsustaining households;

-

Loss of labor force to sustain
agricultural activities;

-

Loss of traditional ecologic
knowledge because of diminishing
population;

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF OSOGOVO IN A FUTURE BIOSPHERE
RESERVE
1. Ecosystem services of Osogovo Mountain
The concept of ecosystem services states that all the amenities that nature provides to
humankind have an implicit economic value, despite the fact that people are used to
consider most of them as being free. The value of these ecosystem services could be
estimated in several ways – for example, when calculating the cost to substitute naturally
provided services, such as pollination by insects or watershed protection by forests, by
technology or manual labor. The ecosystem services concept tries to financialize the
interactions between men and the biosphere and thus it is regarded by some researchers
as being controversial. Yet it has the advantage to reveal the hidden opportunity costs and
thus to serve as a valuable tool for regional development policy. The main four groups of
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ecosystem services are defined by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment as
provisioning, supporting, regulating, and cultural.
One way of calculating ecosystem services is the contingent evaluation – to ask people
how much they are willing to pay for conservation of a given natural resource. This
approach has been applied in 2010 by Angelova in her Master Thesis on ecosystem
services in the Osogovo Mountain in Macedonia. The questioning of 200 local people
revealed a declared willingness to pay of 7.3 euro monthly per household for the
sustainable future of Osogovo. This number applied for the whole population living on
the Macedonian part of the mountain results in around 2 650 000 euro and that sum may
be interpreted as the perceived value of ecosystem services provided by Osogovo.
There are also other approaches for evaluation. A study of ecosystem services in the
Etropole municipality in Stara planina in Bulgaria (“Landscape structure and ecosystem
services of Etropole municipality”, Stoyan Nedkov, 2013) takes into account the different
land use of the territory and tries to find the market prices for the naturally provided
services (carbon capture and storage, regulation of water cycle, cutting of timber,
gathering of fruits, etc.). For a municipality with an area of 317 km2 the annual ecosystem
services are estimated to amount to more than 18 million euro. If the same methodology
with the estimated value per hectare of different landscapes is applied to Osogovo the
corresponding sum remarkably exceeds the results by the above-mentioned contingent
evaluation. A rough approximation for the Macedonian part of Osogovo, based on the
land use data by Milevski and the calculated ecosystem services value per ha for Etropole
oak and beech forests by Nedkov (benchmark prices for the southern-slope terrains),
amounts to 35 million euro.
Table 10. Approximation of the ecosystem services provided on the Macedonian part of
Osogovo
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Landscape

Area, ha

Provisioning

Regulating

ES, euro per

ES

Cultural ES

Total

ha
Artificial

230

0

339

0

77 970

Agricultural

27 490

216

35

0

6 899 990

Broadleaf

40 540

108

242

196

22 134 840

Coniferous

3 700

20

221

128

1 365 300

Mixed

4 210

15

146

0

677 810

Scrubs

21 490

55

13

102

3 653 300

Wetlands

20

73

498

51

12 440

Water

40

80

282

0

14 480

11 639 920

12 583 770

10 612 440

34 836 130

It should be underlined that this number is only a rough approximation and it has no
scientific significance because the markets of ecosystem services in Bulgaria and
Macedonia surely diverge and the production, regulation and recreational capacities of
forests in Stara planina and in Osogovo are certainly different. Yet the calculation gives
an insight to the magnitude of ecosystem services in the studied region. For now the
provisioning, regulating and cultural services which Osogovo Mountain provides are
mostly free to the local people – but still these services have an economic value which
may be calculated, in some way. And a big part of this economic value may get lost by
following wrong regional development patterns.
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If also the Bulgarian part of the mountain is included in this rough estimation, the hidden
economic value of Osogovo turns to be around 50 million euro yearly. The biggest part of
it (63%) is created by broadleaf forests. Under this evaluation, almost 10 million euro is
the annual value of the regulating services provided by broadleaf forests, and their
cultural value amounts to 8 million euro per year.
Regarding the relative share of different categories of ecosystem services, the so-called
provisioning or material services, as a rule do not exceed 25% of the total ecosystem
services’ value in Bulgarian forests (author’s calculations for the Beglika forest estate in
Western Rhodope Mountains and for Natural Park "Strandja" confirm this conclusion,
similar to the more precise calculations by Nedkov, who determines the provisioning
services to be 27% of the total ecosystem services of the Etropole landscapes). In the case
of the Macedonian part of Osogovo, the share of provisioning services is somewhat
higher – 33%, which may be a hint that the economic pressure on natural resources there
is not negligible. Also the high cultural value of the broadleaf forests should be taken into
consideration with respect to future touristic prospects.
The more than tenfold difference between the two techniques of evaluation: contingent
and “natural accounting”, may lead to the conclusion that the local population does not
fully comprehend the whole value provided by different ecosystems in Osogovo. This
assumption is close to mind but still it is not based on scientifically significant data. A
more detailed study on the ecosystem services in Osogovo Mountain should be a major
task during the preparation process for the biosphere reserve.

2. The market potential of sustainable economic sectors
Osogovo Mountain is an underdeveloped region not only by European standards but also
in comparison to economically more advanced zones in Bulgaria and Macedonia. Yet it
has its own development prospects which may change the economic landscape in a short
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time. Some of them may endanger the sustainable use of the territory. One example of
unsustainable development prospect is the expansion of mining on the Macedonian part,
with new mines, flotation facilities, tailing ponds, and even smelters that do not take into
consideration the opportunity costs. The PEST analysis revealed that there is political
support in Macedonia for such kind of projects, and vested interests may disturb the
sustainable interactions between men and biosphere. The further expansion of large-scale
mining may easily endanger the prospects of Osogovo to focus on niche strategies as
production of organic foods in the plains, gathering of clean non-timber or meadow
products on higher altitudes or constructing new facilities for recreational or religious
purposes.
Another sector which may endanger the sustainable prospects of Osogovo is winter ski
tourism. There is a basic-level ski infrastructure and for now it does not conflict with
other uses of the territory. But there are also some municipal plans to expand the ski zone
from the current small ski resort of Ponikva to Kalin kamen. This means that ski tourism
facilities will stretch through the very heartland of Osogovo Mountain. Ski tourism by
itself could be an important factor for raising the quality of life in Osogovo, but the scale
of the investment intentions is scaring. Industrial-scale tourism surely contradicts the
sustainable use of the territory and in some sense its consequences on the biodiversity
could turn to be worse than mining.
The above-mentioned controversies clearly reveal the pressing need to evaluate the
market potential of sustainable economic sectors in Osogovo. In theory, the sustainable
economy should raise the living standards while preserving the natural environment and
thus it is the better path of development for rural areas. But somewhere and sometimes
the sustainable sectors have not such a potential. Then the urge for conservation resulting
in restricting of some economic projects simply means that local poverty and
backwardness will be perpetuated. It is of highest importance to analyze whether it is
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realistic to expect that sustainable sectors in Osogovo could guarantee the higher incomes
desperately needed by the local population.
In the primary economic sector of Osogovo the sustainable branches with the biggest
market potential are fruit production and livestock breeding. An important positive
feature is revealed here: the agricultural production in Osogovo is geographically
diversified. The Bulgarian part of the mountain has an advantage in fruits, while the
Macedonian – in livestock breeding. This divergence lessens the risk of unwanted
competition across border and even hints that the better developed fruit production in
Bulgaria may help the Macedonian part to boost its own fruit production by finding new
markets in the EU. And vice versa, Macedonian livestock breeding could invigorate a
similar production hike of dairy and meat in Bulgaria.
A biosphere reserve in Osogovo on both sides of the border could deliver such positive
outcomes, especially when focusing on traditional breeds. Nearby Kyustendil the Institute
of Agriculture with its several experimental stations carries out research for sweet
cherries and apples. A preparation for organic certification of some fruit plantations is on
the way. In Skopje the Faculty of Agriculture has been studying for a long time the
characteristics of livestock farming in Osogovo. So a considerable scientific support for
the establishment of larger-scale organic horticulture and livestock breeding across the
mountain could be envisaged.
It is noteworthy that even the better developed livestock breeding on the Macedonian part
works under its potential, with maybe only one quarter of the pastures utilized. The
reported number of 18 000 cows in 2007 for the wider Osogovo region speaks that their
number could be probably doubled without imposing an unacceptable stress on the
mountain landscapes and supporting ecosystems, or challenging the grazing of sheep
(there are estimations in Spain for a sustainable rate of 1 cow per hectare pasture, and in
the broader Osogovo region in Macedonia the land under pastures and meadows amounts
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to more than 70 000 ha). The quantity of abandoned agricultural land in Kyustendil and
Nevestino municipalities is considerable and the doubling of fruit production there is in
no way an unjustifiable proposition. Given that the annual economic production per cow
(milk, calves, home-made dairy) in Rhodope Mountain is at least 800 euro, the untapped
potential of 15 million euro by livestock breeding in the Macedonian part is not an
overestimation. To add another 5 million euro by the untapped potential of fruit
production in Bulgaria, and the spillover effects between the countries on the same scale,
it turns that the primary sector in Osogovo Mountain could expand with at least 25
million euro, in case a biosphere reserve boosts the demand of clean Osogovo foods and
thus, their supply.
This estimation does not take into consideration the lack of human potential for providing
such a production rise. It is true that the households in Osogovo are diminishing – by
number as well as size. During the field research many respondents, especially in
Bulgaria, repeatedly gave the following answer: “There are not many animals in our
village because there is no one in a working age to take care for them”. This lack of labor
force makes the calculations above really “contingent”, but does not change the fact that
the sustainable primary sector of Osogovo has a considerable unexploited potential.
These hypothetical 25 million euro untapped production per year, if some day reached,
will be distributed mainly among the local people. This corresponds to between 3 and 4
thousand full-time employed people with a monthly salary of 500 euro (with social and
pension contributions taken into consideration).
This number of employees in agriculture far exceeds the occupational opportunities
envisaged by new mines and ski resorts, being more than twice as much as the current
enrollment in all three Osogovo mines. Osogovo is a remote rural area and such scale of
sustainable agricultural development looks rather implausible from today’s perspective.
But if the proposed biosphere reserve could manage to boost the clean food production by
raising the demand of Osogovo produce in the nearby capitals or on the Western markets,
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the provided calculations may prove to be even underestimated. In this case, a strong
demand for labor will emerge, and as a consequence – a great stimulus for people to settle
again in or around Osogovo. There is a plausible chance that the demographic plight of
this territory could be overcome through organic farming.
The agricultural production within the broader Osogovo region includes not only cows,
potatoes and fruits but also a lot of rice and vegetables, especially in the Kochani plane.
For now this agriculture could not be regarded as being sustainable because of the
contamination of irrigating waters by the Sasa mine. There is a well recorded case of a
huge tailing breakdown in 2003. Even if the new Russian mine operator has raised the
security standards since then, there are still unresolved consequences of old
contaminations. Many respondents in M. Kamenitsa municipality are certain that every
couple of months there are tailing escapes from the pond below the mine and they do not
allow for fish population to thrive in the Kamenichka River. It flows into the big
Kalimantsi Lake which waters are used for irrigating the hot and fertile Kochani plane. It
is possible sometime in the future to extend the publicity and market appeal created by
the biosphere reserve also to the abundant plant production in the Kochani plane but for
now such undertaking will only compromise the idea of sustainably produced foods.
One of the main factors for sustainability in the secondary economic sector is the
processing of local renewable resources. From this point of view the highest sustainable
potential in Osogovo have the furniture and food producing industries. Furniture
production could raise several times the added value of timber cutting. The sustainable
annual production of technical timber both in the Bulgarian and Macedonian part of
Osogovo amounts probably to 80 000 m3 (Excluding firewood.

According to the

document “Forest and forestry” prepared for the project “Osogovo in the Balkan green
belt” in 2007, the actual timber production from the 10 forest estates on the Macedonian
part of Osogovo amounted to 385 444 m3 for a ten-year period. The planned timber
production was 880 000 m3). By current market prices this results in at least 3 million
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euro annual sales of technical timber. It is quite possible to raise the sales of the forestry
estates by cutting so much timber as the natural increase of biomass allows – and this
approach may be regarded as being sustainable from some points of view.
In practice it is not. An imminent characteristic of the mountain regions is the outflow of
raw materials, which means an “escape” of added value. This is especially true for the
forestry sector. A more sophisticated production based on timber materials gained in
Osogovo may lead to dozens if not hundreds of new jobs and to an increase in revenues
in magnitude of millions euro. A conservative estimation envisages the untapped potential
of timber production in Osogovo to 8 million euro – and this is without increasing
considerably forest use. Instead of this the biosphere reserve could promote a forest
certification process which will not only allow for higher timber prices but also will
enhance the multifunctional forest use of the estates.
The monetary value of the potential clean food production was partly included in the
estimations on the primary sector, but its scope is even bigger. At the moment there is a
huge demand for natural foods in Sofia – the clean food market there is unsaturated and
growing. Many new food cooperatives are emerging. They comprise consumers which try
to avoid the industrial food chains and replace them with “foods with a biography”. This
market potential is big but in no way endless, since many producers are investing in the
organic food niche right now. The early entrants may be the winning ones and the
latecomers may be ousted by the non-endless elasticity of food prices and the enhanced
competition in a niche market. If a larger scale food production in Osogovo could emerge
soon enough thanks to the impetus by a biosphere reserve, the added value of clean food
production could be boosted by at least 20%, i.e. another 5 million euro.
Among other sustainable secondary branches in the Osogovo region, hydrothermal
energy raises the biggest hopes. The monetary potential of geothermal waters in
Kyustendil and Kochani needs further research but it is evident that it is considerable.
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The heating of public buildings with geothermal water in the Sapareva bania municipality
in Kyustendil province showed that the initial investments return in just two years. If
applied on a communal scale this means far lower heating costs for households with
constrained budgets. The municipality should aim to attain a decent share in such
undertakings and thus become the utility owner collecting rents. The proceedings may be
used in infrastructural, social or cultural development projects. Actually, these geothermal
energy prospects will not be endangered by large-scale mining or ski tourism operations,
but the stimulus for tapping the hot waters will be greater within the biosphere reserve
framework.
The most promising branch of the tertiary economic sector in relation to the sustainable
development of the territory is no doubt the tourism industry. On the assumption that the
incomes from tourism in Kyustendil could be increased by 50% in a sustainable way and
Macedonian Osogovo would converge to the current level of revenues from tourism in
Kyustendil, also in a sustainable way, the net revenues from sales in tourism could
increase by 13.5 million euro. Measured in terms of employment these assumptions result
in more than 1 100 new jobs in the tourism industry. Such an increase is truly big but in
no way impossible. The Osogovo Mountain is situated in less than 1.30 hours drive from
the biggest cities in Bulgaria and Macedonia, with a combined population of 2.5 million
inhabitants. Though not strikingly attractive the Osogovo Mountain possesses undisputed
recreational values. The cultural and natural heritage of Osogovo is rather unknown to the
mass public and a curiosity to visit a new destination will certainly arise under the
auspices of a biosphere reserve.
The prices for food and accommodation in this rural region are lower than in Sofia or
Skopje and this may attract additional attention from price-sensitive customers from the
middle class, mainly families with children. The number of weekend visitors may rise
along with an increase of tourists buying longer visits lasting at least 2-3 days. The
possibilities here are balneology procedures, good-food tourism, and observation of large
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animals or birds in their natural environment, mining trails, and pilgrimage. Providing
that all these possibilities will be enhanced through the biosphere reserve in Osogovo,
which will boost the touristic infrastructure, publicity of the destination, and the general
quality of the products and services there, the above-mentioned increase of revenues and
jobs could turn to be a conservative estimation.
The real estate sector has many aspects and not all of them have sustainable dimensions.
But the reverse demographic flow from the big cities to the depopulated rural areas in the
case of Osogovo should be regarded as being something very positive for the territory in
the long run. Thanks to the biosphere reserve the price of land or village houses may
increase and the local people may unexpectedly add gain in this way. If properly
promoted, the empty villages situated in the beautiful and healthy landscapes of
Nevestino municipality or around Kyustendil could certainly attract prospective buyers.
For the whole Osogovo territory, the raised demand for village gardens and houses thanks
to the biosphere reserve could attract at least 300 families intending to construct their
villas there, and the average price of 30 000 euro per new house and garden results in a
possible gain of 9 million euro.
All the described potentials could reinforce each other. For instance, the increase of clean
food production will make more people in Sofia and Skopje familiar with this region, and
this may heighten the number of visitors and the touristic supply, which may motivate the
municipalities to invest more in road infrastructure and cleaning, which in turn could
boost the real estate market. A very important aspect of the sustainable development of
the region is that the described sectors or niches do not contradict each other. Furniture
production does not harm the prospects of balneology – just like real estate market and
horticulture do not clash. This is not the case with not-sustainable sectors: mining does
not allow production of clean food, and the mountain resorts aiming at attracting higherend tourists may find livestock pasture or extensive potato fields too obsolete.
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Table 11. Estimations of the market potential of sustainable branches of Osogovo
economy
Sustainable
potential,
euro

Employment Time
horizon

Assumptions / Notes

Livestock
breeding

15 000 000

2000 / 3000

3-10 years

By doubling the current
number of cows on the
Macedonian part

Fruit
production

5 000 000

500

5-8 years

100% rise of current fruit
production in Bulgaria

Agricultural
spillovers

5 000 000

500

5-10 years

Utilization of abandoned
land

Forestry and
furniture

8 000 000

350

3-8 years

Without approaching the
sustainable increase of the
biomass

Clean food
production

5 000 000

200

3-8 years

Estimated as a 20%
premium on price

Geothermal
energy

To be
researched

-

5 years

Will raise the municipal
incomes and lower the
energy bills of households,
and also attract investors
in manufacturing

Sustainable
tourism

13 000 000

1100

3-10 years

50% rise in Bulgaria,
Macedonia will reach
current Bulgarian level

Real estate

9 000 000

100

3-10 years

New employment mainly
in construction

Total

60 000 000

> 5000
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The time period in which the sustainable sectors may emerge or broaden their scope is
medium-term – between 3 and 10 years. Regarding the time needed for the biosphere
reserve publicity to start to work, the second number seems more plausible but some
positive outcomes may be expected from the very beginning of the sustainable economic
process. It should be noted that the above estimations are made on the assumption that
central and local authorities and the local population will work together and be supportive
in establishing a biosphere reserve on the whole Osogovo, or two reserves comprising the
most parts of the mountain on both sides of the border. Without a public support across
the border it may turn that the money invested in a biosphere reserve in Osogovo would
hardly return.
It is evident that the biosphere reserve and sustainable branches that it will promote will
not solve all the unemployment and low incomes problems in Osogovo. But the
estimations were made under strictly conservative assumptions and it may turn that the
net gain of income and jobs will be greater. Moreover, there are many braches with
sustainable potential which were not included in the calculations, for example geothermal
energy, gathering and processing of wild fruits, fisheries and hunting, vegetable
production, scientific research of new or traditional varieties and breeds, wool processing
and textile, among many others.
In any case, even the conservative estimation gives a prospect for more than 5 000 new
jobs and 60 million euro higher incomes through sustainable economy – by not degrading
the regional long-term economic potential but instead adding value to it. The investment
intentions for new mines or new ski resorts could not even approach the potential of
sustainable new jobs and sales. In the same time, these “old-school sectors” may easily
undermine the long-term prospects for raising the living standard and the wellbeing of the
population in the studied area.
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3. Different scenarios for regional development in Osogovo
The goals of development are always multiple. One should aim to raise the standards of
living and to improve the demographic structure of a given region while providing
opportunities for new business activities, and in the same time preserve the natural and
cultural heritage of the place, enhancing biodiversity protection and limiting the
demographic and economic impact on the landscape. It is impossible to subscribe to all of
these requirements on the same scale, but still, there are possibilities for balancing the
regional development priorities. Moreover, there is more than one way to reach the
defined goals, and the governance of the territory should calculate the opportunity costs
to choose the most effective development strategy.
Table 12. Different development possibilities for Osogovo (development/conservation
matrix)
A. Low development – Low conservation:

B. Low development – High conservation:

Status Quo

Depopulated Protected Area

C. High development – Low conservation: D. High development – High conservation:
Wild Industry

Biosphere Reserve

A. Low development, low conservation. This situation may be regarded as being the
“status quo”. Giving the tailing ponds of the Toranica or Sasa mines, it is impossible to
insist that the natural environment of Osogovo is still “intact”. Yet the scope of economic
activities on this territory is very limited now compared to former periods. In the 1960s
the population on the “core Osogovo” was 2.5 times bigger than today and there were
numerous herds of feral animals and very little fallow land. There were also working
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lead, zinc and uranium mines on the Bulgarian part, and the manufacturing in the towns
at the base of Osogovo was considerably stronger. The new factories pulled the young
population from the mountain villages down to the plains. During the former regime a
secret military factory (“Factory Number Five”) employed many people in Nevestino,
and maybe also Macedonia in former Yugoslavia used the remoteness of this territory in a
similar way.
Now the bigger part of the socialist economic activities is gone, the region is
depopulated, and the demographic predictions are dire. It is important to stress that the
low-development pattern will not lead necessarily to a better environmental preservation.
Pressured by the poverty of local people, so as by the inherent corruption of the political
system in Southeastern Europe, the municipalities easily allow trade-offs of “commons”
(common natural resources) for new jobs or higher profits. The comeback of the lynx on
the Bulgarian part is mainly due to the lack of economic interests toward this territory.
But a new ski resort or mining project could easily turn the positives for the biodiversity
outcomes to an end. The bigger part of the Bulgarian Osogovo is protected under the
European Natura 2000 network but on the Macedonian side there are just few small-scale
protected zones and there is no coherent strategy for the spatial future of the whole
mountain.
If perpetuated, this low-development pattern promises a severe depopulation of Osogovo,
up to the point that in the core mountain there will be living no more than 5-6 thousand
people, with a density below 4 or even 3 people per sq.km. Geostrategic and ethnical
tensions are on the rise in nearby territories on the Balkans. Such a huge demographic
vacuum with Osogovo being in fact an EU external border may provoke an advance of
criminal or even terrorist groups. This will not hinder the prospects of the mining or
forestry industries, but tourism, even in its contemporary limited scale, would vanish.
When evaluated from the sustainability perspective, any possible biodiversity gains in an
abandoned region would be highly unstable. To summarize, the status quo promises
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depopulation, decaying infrastructure, advance of forests and retreat of pastures due to
the decreased number of feral animals. The expanding mining activity will not bother
with environmental or health standards. The fading of the rule of law in such a territory is
highly possible.
B. Low development – high conservation. Turning the region into a “traditional”
protected area may result into such pattern of development. The three large carnivores:
the lynx, brown bear and wolf give enough arguments for this. The expansion of the ski
zone in the Ponikva and of lead and zinc mines in Kriva palanka municipality would
become impossible, in turn some forms of hunting or ecotourism for high-end clients
would emerge. Yet the depopulation would continue, and the number of feral animals
would sharply decrease. Forests will advance under this scenario, and this in turn will
hinder the prospects of gatherers of blueberries, mushrooms etc. It is possible that the
population of large carnivores, including eagles and vultures will increase – but at the
price of losing the sustainable local population and thus a great lot of traditional
ecological knowledge.
The mountain population possesses many low technology solutions for surviving in a
harsh environment. This could turn to be not only of scientific significance but also may
give a clue for different applications for coping with the advancing climate change. On
the other hand, it is very hard to achieve high standards of conservation within low
developed regions. The costs of fighting poachers would be unacceptably high, and the
state budgets of Macedonia and Bulgaria have never been too generous toward natural
conservation priorities. To summarize, this is a rather implausible pattern while it is not
cost effective. The environmental protection at the price of loss of local population could
be in no way regarded as being sustainable.
C. High development – low conservation. It is implausible also to expect that the
neglecting of natural protection for the sake of some business advance would be made
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explicit nowadays. This path of development is rather tacit and may also unfold under
some kind of “greenwashing”. The same is true for the local authorities in Osogovo.
Some mayors may stress that natural environment is the most important development
factor for their municipalities, and insist that they are pursuing ecotourism, while
engaging in projects which will clearly disturb the ecosystems and biodiversity. With the
same logic, the ore mine operators would willingly invest, as they are doing now, in
bridges stretching upon rivers that are constantly contaminated by tailing ponds.
It has been stated that though Osogovo is now a remote underdeveloped rural area it has
its own business prospects. The ore deposits seem to be not entirely researched,
especially on the Bulgarian side, where besides zinc and lead also traces of gold are
found. In case that the environmental standards are lowered, an interest to allocate there
some heavy industry facilities may emerge. The diversified industrial sector in Osogovo
promises a relatively skilled workforce, and the labor costs are very low. The transport
vicinity to Sofia and Skopje could also play a role for such a large scale “dirty
investment”. In this scenario some compensation measures will be envisaged, but they
would hardly restore the properties of the ecosystems lost.
Retaining the current low level of conservation while enhancing the production capacities
may be the desired outcome for the majority of business leaders in Osogovo. Thus every
advance with a biosphere reserve should include a prior more detailed economic study of
the opportunity costs. This study should answer precisely the question what will be lost in
Osogovo through unsustainable development and what could be gained through a
sustainable one. The results of such a research should be made public and put forward for
discussions between parties before local and general elections.
Some proponents of industrial development calculate the possible gains through a largescale mining in Osogovo, including a modernization of the big smelter in Veles, to USD
100 million. This is comparable to the above calculations for possible gains of at least
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EUR 60 million through sustainable regionally integrated economy. But the true gains of
mining expansion for Osogovo would be much smaller since a negligible part of the
abovementioned USD 100 M will reach the households or municipal budgets. The
sustainable gains through agriculture, ecotourism etc., in turn, would be distributed
mainly across the local people. If it is evident that the interests of local population and of
large-scale mining diverge, it will be much harder for the local leaders to insist on the
perpetuation of traditional “big investor – inert public” relations.
D. High development – high conservation. The idea of the UNESCO biosphere reserves –
to promote human development while protecting the natural and cultural heritage may
turn to be the rare chance for Osogovo. The above analysis concluded that it is not
plausible to expect a high degree of natural protection on a rural territory where local
people suffer from poverty and isolation. The “new generation” of biosphere reserves try
not to neglect the different development aspects. If left by itself, this territory will
encounter a demographic plunge similar to the current severe depopulation on the
southern slopes of Osogovo in the Nevestino municipality. The mining will advance,
probably to some extent also the ski tourism will expand, the real estate business and the
forestry estates will have their opportunities.
But the social fabric in Osogovo which is already very thin will be destroyed. This region
may turn very easily into a vast area avoided by people. As it turned out, none of the
above-mentioned three scenarios could overcome this prospect. Only a balanced
approach based on diversified local economy aiming at distributing as much income
among local people as it is possible would turn the regional prospects to betterment.
“Higher development” in this scenario means that multiple business endeavors with
sustainable potential will be pursued simultaneously instead of relying on a single big
investor or powerhouse sector.
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Infrastructure improvement and demographic revival should be consequences of
enhanced economic opportunities, they should not precede them. In the Strandja
Mountain in Southeastern Bulgaria during the 1980s the opposite approach was
undertaken and it proved to be a big mistake to invest in infrastructure and to provide
generous demographic stimuli before offering decent employment opportunities to the
people in the region. Now Osogovo, a rural territory of more than 1200 km2 both in
Bulgaria and Macedonia, is heading toward a demographic and economic crash and even
the blurred state statistics cannot conceal this. If successful for “hopeless” Osogovo, the
biosphere reserve concept will gain credibility across Southeastern Europe and beyond.

4. The possible limiting economic factors of a biosphere reserve in Osogovo
The analysis carried out so far focused mainly on the positive potential of Osogovo. It is
true that this territory possesses many characteristics that are beneficial for the
establishment of a biosphere reserve and thus the enhancement of its sustainable
economy. Still it will be unjustified to insist that no big obstacles are to be expected in
this regard. The decision for implementation of a biosphere reserve should be highly
informed and all the possible economic, social or political costs should be taken into
consideration.
The demography seems to be one of the biggest threats to the sustainable economy of
Osogovo under a biosphere reserve. The depopulation of the Bulgarian part of the
mountain gives a clear example where Macedonian Osogovo is heading if no
countermeasures are envisaged. In Smolichino village in the Nevestino municipality, for
example, there are 17 mahali with hundreds of old houses and only 13 people living there
at the moment. 51% of the population of the Nevestino municipality is over 65 year old.
This is an economic disaster by itself but it could undermine also the biosphere reserve
efforts. As defined, as early as in the 1970s, the establishment of biosphere reserves
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should follow a bottom-up approach. But if the local population is too scarce there is
simply not enough human impetus to assist the biosphere reserve implementation. Not
only the small number and the resulting thin density of the remaining population in
Osogovo are disturbing. It is unrealistic to expect that elderly people would leave their
households high in the mountains with no quick road access to the municipal centers in
order to patiently negotiate the new territorial structure and its features.
Then the local authorities should be the responsible part in the implementation process –
but in the case of Osogovo many of them are unsupportive to the idea of a biosphere
reserve. The mayor of Kriva palanka municipality Arsencho Alexovski for instance
envisages urbanization of Kalin kamen locality with many new ski runs and lifts around
Carev vrv and Sokol–Ruen nearby Toranitsa, and thus has fears that a biosphere reserve
will be an obstacle to his projects. A feasibility study for the expansion of winter tourism
in Osogovo has already been prepared by the same company which consulted the
development of Bansko ski resort in Northern Pirin in Bulgaria, acc. to a Macedonian
media report. It is worth mentioning that the Bansko municipality now pushes for
exclusion of the Pirin Mountain from the UNESCO World Heritage List.
The mayor Alexovski says that this common winter tourism strategy for Osogovo would
be carried out together with Kochani and M. Kamenitsa municipalities. According to a
list of the richest Macedonian mayors (based on official data revealed by the Macedonian
anti-corruption commission), with assets worth 300 million MKD, Alexovski is the
second richest. The mayor of Kriva palanka is influential enough to channel the attitudes
of the authorities also in other Osogovo municipalities in the desired directions.
The sometimes adverse interests of local powers add to the ambiguous politics of the
central governments both in Sofia and Skopje toward their respective neighbor. It is not a
secret that Bulgaria and Macedonia share unresolved disputes about their history and
cultural heritage. The nationalism is on the rise in both countries. FYR of Macedonia is
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still not a member of the EU and there are big geostrategic interests unfolding in this
region. A biosphere reserve in Osogovo could no doubt help to resolve some tensions but
on the other hand it could become a hostage to high level political disputes.
As a rule no considerable external funds are envisaged to assist the process of
implementation of biosphere reserves and the corresponding financial issues would not
be spared to the local population. The calculated willingness to pay only 7.3 euro per
household for the sustainable future of Osogovo is not a sign of “stinginess” or
environmental irresponsibility. Just the opposite – the mentioned money amounts to
around 5% of the typical monthly wage in this region stricken by poverty. When applied
to Western standards, this level of engagement of Osogovo population translates into a
monthly contribution of 150 euro. In any case, the provision of the financial resources
needed for the implementation of the biosphere reserve would be a constant obstacle. It is
quite possible that with the strengthening of the local sustainable economy also the
contributions of local stakeholders will go up. But this will take time and the initial
period of financing should be provided from external sources.
An unrealistic approach to the local landmarks is also evident in Osogovo. The intentions
to spend tens of millions euro to create extended ski resorts in a medium-high mountain
in Southern Europe in time of climate change speak by themselves. But there are many
other implausible aspirations. The St. Joachim Osogovski monastery is presented as being
an “imposing” building complex while it is rather a humble, inward-turned sacred place.
The Roman baths in Kyustendil, if big enough, are badly socialized (there is a busy
asphalt road passing through them). It should be accepted that nothing in this mountain is
“imposing” or “spectacular”. In no way this statement means that there is nothing of great
value in Osogovo – but the approach toward its heritage should be more nuanced.
On the other hand, the true scale of Macedonian Osogovo mining is rarely put into public
attention. But the heavy metals contaminations and disturbance of landscapes by tailing
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ponds are in no way negligible. The scale of mining activities digging 1.5 million tons
ore annually was revealed in this feasibility study after extensive research of the
companies' documentation. But here another myth blurs the true perspective: many
Macedonian media report that the mining creates “almost 20% of the GDP” of the
country, while some mining companies claim to be “the most important foreign investor
in Macedonia”. The 2011 Minerals Yearbook on Macedonia prepared by USGS reveals
the true scale of the interest: in 2010 “mining and quarrying made up only 1.5% (of
Macedonian GDP)” – and the mining operations in Osogovo account for even smaller
share of the annual national economic production.
The above considerations aim not to put into question the value of the natural and cultural
heritage of Osogovo. They rather insist on an adequate measuring of its economic
prospects.
A very important limiting factor for a biosphere reserve in Osogovo is the time frame. It
was already stated that the market expansion of clean food production will favor the early
entrants and latecomers may lose ground. In the case of Osogovo it will take some time
to respond to the market demand in term of product assortment and quality and even
more time to supply as much clean production as the market will require. The eventual
success of the sustainable economy may divert the aspirations for industrial scale projects
in Osogovo. But the mining and ski tourism projects seem to be in a more advanced state
than the preparations for a biosphere reserve. If postponed and mired into bureaucracy,
the propositions to raise the quality of live in this region through sustainable economy
would simply succumb to the well-known traditional practices. The loss of sustainable
potential could be considerable, and the scenario for regional economic revival based on
sustainable economy would simply become impossible.
It is also worth knowing the limitations of biosphere reserves themselves. Even in
countries like Austria and Switzerland there are cases when biosphere reserves could not
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reverse the negative demographic and economic trends. In some places in Western
Europe the establishment of biosphere reserves is voted on regional referendums and the
typical case is very high support in the beginning (around 90% of the local population).
Just a couple of years later not a small part of this enthusiasm fades away – for instance,
the level of support goes down to 65%. The answer for this tendency is that the
sustainability framework could not deliver immediately its positive returns. The higher
the expectations – the deeper the disappointment.
But the case of Osogovo may be somewhat different. The analysis showed the dire
demographic and economic conditions of this rural border region in the heartland of the
Balkans. A biosphere reserve is a rare chance to integrate the remaining natural and
cultural assets and to manage them in a sustainable way sharing the benefits between
local people and giving them a reason to stay on the land. To summarize, following
factors may act as limitations for a biosphere reserve in Osogovo:

• lack of human potential for a true bottom-up approach;
• lack of support by local authorities who pursue their own unsustainable or
maybe even corrupted economic agenda;
• a threat of political misunderstandings between Sofia and Skopje, and the
biosphere reserve turning a hostage to the politics;
• unrealistic evaluations of the economic potential of the place;
• competing interests by the mining and ski tourism industries, on the one side,
and sustainable sectors on the other;
• positive spillovers from biosphere reserve will reveal in the longer run and the
initial enthusiasm of the local people and companies may partially fade away;
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• military or security issues in a geostrategic crossroad;
• very low incomes of the local people that also limit the scope of their social
involvement;
• lack of internal financial resources and uncertainty of receiving external ones;
A biosphere reserve in Osogovo provides answers to each of the abovementioned nine
obstacles or threats. For instance, it could be a tool for raising the incomes or a device of
mutual understanding between neighboring countries. It is also possible that the
biosphere reserve would be successfully implemented only on the Bulgarian or only on
the Macedonian side of the mountain. But in this case the synergies and the spillovers
would be far lower and the estimated 60 million euro economic gains and 5 000 new jobs
would be an unattainable goal.
In addition to the listed conceptual limitations (obstacles) there are also more tangible
setbacks which are mainly consequences of a prior backward development. It is striking
to learn that only 40% of the non-hazard communal waste in Rankovtse municipality is
being collected at all (Local Environmental Action Plan, Ministry of Environment and
Physical Planning, 2008). The bigger part of the waste is simply thrown away along
rivers and roads; there are also three illegal landfills. The waste treatment in Kriva
palanka municipality is not much different. Only 5% of the villages and mahali are
covered by the communal waste management system (LEAP, 2004). In 95% of the cases
the waste is deposed along riverbeds, roads, under bridges, in forests, etc. In Kriva
palanka there are over 20 illegal landfills, some of them disturbing the scenery and
contaminating ground waters and soils. It is quite possible that during the last 10 years
some advances have been made in this respect but still it is evident by observation that
waste management is a pressing issue for the Macedonian part of Osogovo.
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Some of the problems with mining breakdowns have been already stressed here. In the
Kriva palanka municipality during heavy rains tailings constantly escaped from the
tailing pond of the Toranica mine. This regular contamination of soils with heavy metals
(copper, lead, zinc, cadmium, arsenic) negatively affected the plant production.
Table 13 Contamination of vegetables with heavy metals, in mg/kg (source: LEAD Kriva
palanka, p. 61)
Cu

Zn

Pb

Cd

As

3.2

20

1

0.02

0.06

Potatoes

5.5

29.7

< 4.0

< 0.5

< 2.0

Red potatoes

9.5

16.2

< 4.0

< 0.5

< 2.0

Peas

8.0

48.0

< 4.0

< 0.5

< 2.0

Peppers

4.0

14.8

< 4.0

< 0.5

< 2.0

Allowed
concentration

The three tailing ponds of the long closed antimony mine “Krstov dol” in the Kriva
palanka municipality still continue to contaminate the soils and thus the foods produced
in the nearby village. There are direct effects on human health, and some of the
inhabitants were forced to move. Cases of ecological migration are registered also for
Kostur village nearby Toranica. A biosphere reserve could enhance the monitoring of
these “environmental hot spots” and thus the limitations could turn into positive traits.
Still it is worth mentioning that there is a need of thorough evaluation of the quality of
soils and waters as a precondition for a prolific organic food production in this region.
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Last but not least the recently constructed dam “Knezevo” in the inner part of Osogovo
may negatively affect the future spatial development of the mountain. The 3.5 km long
artificial lake with its 75 m high barrage is meant to be the first phase of the “Zletovica”
hydrological system. It has to provide drinking and industrial water to more than 100
thousand people in Eastern Macedonia including the Probistip and Kratovo
municipalities. The 100 million euro investment was streamed by the Japan International
Cooperation Agency, and the project was praised by the political leaders in Macedonia as
being of seminal importance for the livelihood of people in the area. Soon it turned out
that most of the water supply systems of the concerned municipalities are not capable to
deliver this water to end clients, and more investments are needed to utilize this large
project. The irrigation of 4 000 ha agricultural land and the installation of 11 MW
electricity production facilities are designated as the “second” and “third” phase of the
project and have to wait some years more. Meanwhile an almost pristine part of Osogovo
has been urbanized and maybe forever lost for sustainable use.

CONCLUISION
Is it feasible to implement a biosphere reserve in Osogovo?
Biosphere reserves under the auspices of UNESCO are proven frameworks which
guarantee sustainable development and thus raising of living standards and conservation
of natural resources. In this sense they are a very wanted outcome of the long-lasting
efforts by Bulgarian and Macedonian experts to evaluate and to preserve the heritage of
the Osogovo Mountain. The above analysis revealed nine basic obstacles for creating a
biosphere reserve in this rural region but none of them is compelling. On the contrary, the
biosphere reserve provides an answer to all of the listed economic and political problems
of Osogovo: raising incomes, providing employment, bridging the mistrust between
countries, improving the infrastructure, avoiding local corruption, and acting as a
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democratic vehicle to guarantee that all the main shareholders' interests will be put into
consideration when designing the development trajectory of the territory. Corresponding
calculations, evaluations and evidence-based analyses were provided to ascertain this.
In this sense it is feasible to implement a trans-border biosphere reserve in Osogovo
Mountain.
Yet such a general conclusion should not be made regardless of 1) the time frame for
implementation, 2) the territory included in the biosphere reserve and 3) the degree of
local involvement in the process. That it is to say, a decision which may look feasible
today may bring only expenses and unjustified efforts tomorrow. First, it should be
underlined that the implementation of a biosphere reserve after expanding the mining
operations and ski tourism facilities in Osogovo could turn to be unwise. The zone
between Kalin kamen and Ponikva lies in the heartland of the mountain on the
Macedonian side. The proposed urbanization of Kalin kamen would go at the cost of
losing the sense of remoteness and undisturbed natural landscape which may justify the
prospects for attracting numerous religious or ecotourists. The mining expansion without
prior addressing of the bad working conditions and poor security of tailing ponds would
compromise the idea of sustainable development – in addition to lessening the prospects
of clean food production which were estimated to at least 5 million euro. Further “wild
industrialization” and unplanned urbanization of Macedonian Osogovo go at the cost of
losing potential to create a biosphere reserve there.
Second, the outcomes of a biosphere reserve would be different depending on whether it
would comprise the whole territory of the Osogovo Mountain, that is to say 80 000, 100
000 or even 120 000 ha, or it will be a smaller scale undertaking, limited to the high
mountain zone or to only one country. It is very probably that Bulgaria does not have the
potential to implement a biosphere reserve in Osogovo on its own – simply because the
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demographic structure there is too thin. The kind of spatial development encouraged by
“Man and Biosphere” Programme simply requires men to succeed.
On the other hand, the two large carnivores, the lynx and brown bear, now live only on
the Bulgarian part of Osogovo, and the value they provide to the whole mountain is of
considerable economic significance in terms of marketing and touristic appeal. The story
of the comeback of the lynx may find markets for a big variety of products and services
coming from Osogovo. An assisted returning of the Eurasian black vulture along with
reviving of livestock breeding may raise the appeal of this place and its products even
higher. But the resources of both Bulgarian and Macedonian parts of Osogovo are
insufficient for establishing a biosphere reserve, while staying divided. The question
whether the application process should envisage one application for both countries or two
separate applications is a technical one. But the economic and social gains estimated in
the above analysis are made assuming that Osogovo Mountain will be managed as a
single territory and this will deliver synergies and spillovers.
Thirdly, there are many examples of “paper biosphere reserves”, according to a
catchphrase coined by UNESCO experts themselves. Biosphere reserves challenge not
only the unsustainable economic activities but also the old approach to the zones with
high biodiversity. Instead of imposing the protection imperative through control and
sanctions coming from outside and from above, the biosphere reserves rely on the
awareness and self-interest of the local population. All of the numerous biosphere
reserves in the mountains of Bulgaria were designed prior to the Seville strategy. There
are not many tangible examples of environmentally conscious self-governance both in
Bulgaria and Macedonia, although in October 2014 the Ohrid–Prespa trans boundary
biosphere reserve was declared on a territory even bigger than Osogovo (4 462 sq.km.
with a population of about 455 thousand people comprising 23 municipalities in Albania
and 6 municipalities in Macedonia).
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The zoning of the future biosphere reserve in Osogovo is still an unresolved question in
Macedonia, and the political support to the extraction of lead and zinc, the “black gold of
Macedonia” is very strong. It is quite possible to implement a biosphere reserve and to
retain the current scale of ore production in Osogovo having the two big mining
companies as allies and relying on their resources. But without raising the labor health
and environmental standards and without offering the miners far better remuneration it
would be pointless to speak of sustainable development.
Taking all the above mentioned considerations into account it would be more precise to
regard the potential to implement a biosphere reserve in Osogovo Mountain as
conditionally feasible.
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APPENDIX
A. Number of active business subjects according to their sector on the Macedonian part
Chesh
K.

M.

inovo

Del

Koch

Krato Palan

Kamen Prob

Rankov Oble

chevo

ani

vo

ka

itsa

istip

tse

shevo

Total

511

1 403

260

489

191

430

47

155

2 083

33

72

15

20

6

32

8

45

231

-

5

2

1

1

3

1

2

15

industry

93

230

23

59

19

47

1

13

485

Electricity

1

4

-

-

1

-

-

-

6

3

11

3

2

2

3

1

1

26

19

44

17

13

11

16

8

3

131

152

556

107

208

72

172

17

56

1 340

Total
Agriculture
forestry
Fishery
Mining
Stones
Manufactur
ing

Water
delivery
and
treatment
Constructio
n
Trade,
Repair

of

automobile
s

86

Transport
and storage

40

72

13

28

27

32

1

11

224

41

71

30

51

19

28

3

6

249

6

18

-

5

4

4

1

-

38

insurance

1

5

-

1

-

-

-

-

7

Real Estate

2

6

-

1

2

2

-

-

13

32

86

6

27

8

22

-

2

183

10

12

2

1

-

-

-

-

25

Security

3

3

2

3

1

1

1

1

15

Education

8

20

5

11

2

7

1

3

57

34

74

15

25

6

25

2

3

184

6

23

6

4

3

3

-

1

46

27

91

14

29

7

33

2

8

211

Hotels and
restaurants
Informatio
n

and

communica
tion
Finance
and

Science,
R&D
Administra
tion
Social

Healthcare
and social
protection
Entertainm
ent

and

recreation
Other
services
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B. Economic sectors of Kystendil municipality, 2012
Economic

Compa-

Produc-

Revenues

activities

nies

tion

from sales profit

paid

1000

1000 leva

1000 leva

leva
Kyustendil

Net

Employed

1000

Compensation

leva

2 457

286 837

437 853

4 942

11 514

49 451

95

8 121

7 921

978

239

845

118 572

123 131

5 943

4 639

23 516

municipality
Agriculture
and forestry
Manufacturing 244
industry
Construction

90

38 469

34 705

-11 830

844

3 173

Trade

1052

29 466

157 265

4 417

2 416

7 026

Transport

234

50 962

51 222

1 820

781

2 857

Hotels and

239

7 077

10 547

-1 043

766

1 913

Real estate

61

1 861

1 504

-981

124

413

Research and

127

3 306

3 331

900

199

753

Administration 34

1 251

1 259

202

66

343

Education

300

307

137

29

54

11 446

11 421

1 571

726

5 089

649

671

98

37

113

restaurants

development

18

Healthcare and 112
social
activities
Culture, sport

18

and
entertainment
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C. Demographic plunge of Kystendil

D. Unemployment in Kystendil returns to its levels from 2003

E. No young population – no unemployed in Nevestino municipality
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F. Until 2002 Kochani grows

G. Economic tendencies in the Macedonian part of Osogovo revealed by data of number
and size of the companies, 2009/ 2013: an economic polarization is on the way
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2009

2013

Total Micro Small Medium Big Total Micro Small Medium Big
Delchevo

498

278

218

2

511

Kochani

1409 733

670

6

-

Kratovo

248

129

117

2

K. Palanka

533

227

306

Kamenitsa

174

97

Probistip

449

Rankovce

371

135

5

-

1403 1021

370

11

1

-

260

189

68

2

1

-

-

489

384

102

3

-

76

-

1

191

150

40

-

1

249

199

-

1

430

333

94

2

1

39

20

19

-

-

47

29

17

1

-

Obleshevo

166

98

67

1

-

155

103

49

3

-

Total

3516 1831

1672

11

2

3486 2580

875

27

4

M.

Cheshinovo-

Between 2009 and 2013 the number of companies in the eight Macedonian municipalities
in the Osogovo region diminished but by less than 1%. This development could be
regarded as insignificant but a simultaneous and far more explicit change in the structure
of the regional companies in relation to their size is taking place. The number of micro
companies (with up to 10 employees) sharply increased by 41 per cent. In the same time
the number of small companies having up to 30 employees decreased by 48%. It could be
concluded that during the severe economic crisis of 2009 the most small-scale companies
have fired many of their employees. The enterprises have limited the scale of their
operations to the smallest possible extent. This conclusion could be regarded as the most
certain macroeconomic tendency revealed in the Macedonian Osogovo region during this
feasibility study.
On the other side, there is a substantial increase in the number of medium-sized
companies, from 11 to 27 – i.e. they almost triple, and this clearly speaks of a strong
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tendency of capacity building in the regional business. Also the number of big companies
with more than 250 employees doubled from 2 to 4. After the manufacturing investments
of 2014 in Kochani municipality the number of bigger companies in the studied region
should have continued to rise. A corresponding tendency of ongoing decrease of the
capacity of the small-sized family enterprises could be expected but still such a
conclusion is impossible before newer set of statistical data on companies is released.
Kochani is the most important in business terms municipality in the Macedonian part of
Osogovo. It hosts the half of all the companies working in the region, and the number of
medium and big–sized companies there has doubled during the five-year period. Still,
Kochani is also the municipality most affected by the revealed economic polarization.
The number of small-sized companies there dropped by 300, and the number of micro
firms increased by a similar step. It is possible to interpret that the capacity of the family
business, or of domestic mode of production in the mountains, is going sharply down. If
this conclusion is true, this means a negative impact on the prospects of implementation
of a biosphere reserve.
In the Kriva Palanka municipality the revealed process of economic polarization (small
enterprises become smaller, with more medium and big companies emerging) is even
more visible. The total number of companies there dropped by 8.3%. The number of
small companies decreased by 204, or by 66% - and these of them who did not fail slid
into the category of micro enterprises. In the same time there emerged three mediumsized companies, a category that was lacking in 2009. The dynamics of the number and
size of enterprises is slightly more positive in Delchevo and M. Kamenitsa. In the latter
municipality the total number of companies increased during the 5-year period. A decline
of the small business enterprises is evident also here but in the same time also new micro
companies were established. The Sasa mine provides constant employment and this turns
to be a positive thread for small firms working in trade, repairs and other services.
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H. Migration inflows and outflows in Macedonian Osogovo 2005-2013
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

Delchevo

118

274

104

132

124

124

73

111

77

143

Kochani

117

156

158

137

145

144

119

124

141

137

Kratovo

59

84

30

89

40

87

41

71

42

61

K. Palanka

190

287

167

228

150

204

118

158

102

131

Kamenitsa

60

134

57

105

66

102

47

101

42

96

Probistip

76

124

76

108

86

133

59

100

59

96

Rankovtse

63

82

52

67

35

60

25

33

41

54

-Obleshevo

37

49

36

39

30

31

38

31

33

35

Total

720

1190

680

905

676

885

520

729

537

753

M.

Cheshinovo

2010

2011

2012

2013

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

Delchevo

96

171

65

153

52

121

35

106

Kochani

163

153

146

169

141

158

139

163

Kratovo

30

56

46

69

39

69

26

73

K. Palanka

56

93

51

116

53

99

41

73

Kamenitsa

37

77

41

109

28

75

26

57

Probistip

65

93

60

119

75

114

34

79

Rankovtse

23

17

18

21

13

29

11

23

M.

93

Cheshinovo
-Obleshevo

30

50

21

23

36

35

36

52

Total

500

710

448

779

437

700

348

626

The data reveal that in no single year during the period 2005-2013 the inflows of
population exceeded the outflows. The biggest loss of population due to migration was
recorded in the beginning of the period, in 2005. Combined for the whole period the eight
Macedonian municipalities of Osogovo region lost 2411 people due to migration. This
equals to more than 2% of the current population. The municipalities with worst
mechanical decrease are Delchevo, K. Palanka, M. Kamenitsa and Probistip.

I. Migration inflows and outflows in Bulgarian Osogovo
2005
In

2006
Out

In

Out

Net

In

2008
Out

-

Kyustendil

Nevestino

Net

2007
Net

In

Out Net

-

1358 1585 227

872 1070 -198 996 1383 387

835

972 -137

136

119 116

49

79

109

27

2009
In

3

2010
Out

Net

In

174 90

84

2011
Out

Net

In

-30

2012
Out

Net

In

Out

Net

94

-

Kyustendil

Nevestino

853 1128 275

902 1357 -455

550 781

-231 523 836

-313

56

65

55

3

-11

74

-18

Out

Net

89

24

52

40

51

2013
In

Kyustendil 571 1067

-496

Nevestino

-5

44

49

The data by the National statistic institute in Bulgaria reveal that during the period 20052013 the population of Kystendil municipality diminished by 2719 people due to
migration. This equals 4.5% of the current population. Opposite to the Macedonian part,
the most intensive emigration process is observed at the end of the period, that is to say,
the problem of loss of population due to negative migration is deepening in Kyustendil.
When compared to the total number of population, it turns that the emigration problem in
the Bulgarian part of the mountain is twice as big as in the Macedonian part.
On the other hand the net migration in Nevestino municipality during the period turns to
be positive (29 people net). Totally 738 people migrated into this village municipality
between 2005 and 2013. This number could be regarded as a sign of a reverse
demographic flow: urban people from Sofia, Kyustendil, Dupnitsa etc. and maybe even
from abroad are heading toward this rural zone. The assumption of at least 300 new
homes bought because of a biosphere reserve in Osogovo is built upon these data.
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J. Depopulation and ageing: nothing like Nevestino
The Census of 2011 in Bulgaria provided following data on the age structure of
population in Kyustendil and Nevestino municipalities.
0-19 years

20-64 years

Over 65 years

Kyustendil

9819

37680

13182

Nevestino

178

1198

1445

It turns that 51% of the population in Nevestino municipality is over 65 years, and the
number of children and young people is so small that it seems impossible for the local
population to get back on the growth track, regardless of economic or social stimuli that
may be provided by the state or by the EU. There are 2.7 people in working age per
square kilometer – a density comparable with that of Namibia in Southwestern Africa.
Nevestino municipality simply needs to be newly populated.
In the Kyustendil municipality there are also many reasons for demographic concerns but
the situation is not so hopeless. The share of people above 65 is 21.7%. There are 1733
children and young people (age bracket 0-19 years) living in Kystendil municipality but
outside the town of Kyustendil.
According to the Macedonian national statistic office as by 31.12.2013 the population of
the eight municipalities of Osogovo is as follows:
Total

0-19

20-64

Over 65

Delchevo

16 515

3 200

10 926

2 389

Kochani

37 950

7 919

24 757

5 274

Kratovo

9 614

1 769

6 381

1 464
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K. Palanka

20 211

3 978

13 585

2 648

M. Kamenitsa

7 690

1 581

5 201

908

Probistip

15 406

2 826

10 400

2 180

Rankovtse

3 804

855

2 408

541

7 084

1 308

4 560

1 216

118 274

23 436

78 218

16 620

Cheshinovo Obleshevo
Total

Not all of these people are living in the core Osogovo zone (in fact only 10% of them).
Yet in the Macedonian part of the Osogovo region there is a demographic resource that
may be utilized by sustainable sectors with regard to the biosphere reserve. The share of
people over 65 in the eight Macedonian municipalities is just 14% and that of the
children and young people almost 20%.

K. The number of private companies in Nevestino municipality: small and diminishing
2008 -

41

2009 -

46

2010 -

51

2014 -

33

L. Agricultural land by category of use in Macedonian part of Osogovo region. 2013, ha

Agricultural Cultivated land

Pastures

area
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Total

Arable

Orchards Viney

land,

ards

Meado
ws

gardens
Delchevo

20 756

10 225

8 815

619

8

783

10 531

Kochani

22 263

6 560

5 983

169

135

273

15 701

Kratovo

22 512

10 057

5 767

200

250

3 840

12 455

Kriva
Palanka
Makedonska
Kamenitsa

30 740

14 024

11 157

180

-

2 687

16 716

4 705

3 529

3 158

117

1

253

1 176

Probishtip

10 092

7 446

6 578

205

181

482

2 640

Rankovtse

9 245

7 408

6 400

16

1

991

1 835

CheshinovoObleshevo

6 927

6 208

5 909

142

82

75

713

127 240

65 457

53 767

1 648

658

9 384

61 767

Total

The agricultural land in the eight studied Macedonian municipalities combined represents
a considerable share of the total agricultural land in the country:
-

10% of the agricultural area;

-

12.9% of the cultivated land;

-

13% of the arable land and gardens;

-

10.8% of the orchards;

-

3% of the vineyards;

-

16% of the meadows;

-

8.2% of the pastures
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M. Value of completed construction works in Macedonian part of Osogovo region, in
thousand euros

2013

2012

2011

2010

Total Private Total Private Total Private

2009

Total Private

Total Private

Delchevo

785

0.65 1356

10 2142

503

3117

78

970

606

Kochani

1967

1176 1193

44

623

277

3479

74

164

21

Kratovo

264

-

78

-

35

-

109

-

513

-

Kriva
Palanka

828

487

115

29

650

650

804

-

38

-

Makedonska 1025
Kamenitsa
940
Probishtip

54

855

500

340

146

368

59

48

-

29 24827

11

Rankovtse

190 1057

436 1613

- 12560

409

-

21

-

99

-

2

2

-

-

Cheshinovo- 107
Obleshevo
Total
6325

4

38

4

-

-

11

-

41

16

243 26601

643

1912 4714

1023 5503

1576 20450

The analysis of the construction data allow for making conclusions on the general
economic activity in the region. They reveal spatial divergences and may give a hint
about the possible economic pressure on the environment.
The official data on construction works in the Macedonian part of Osogovo region reveal
very low private investments in this sector. During the five-year period of 2009-2013
there were only three residential buildings finished: one in Kochani in 2013 with 15
dwellings and 935 m2 living space, another of similar size in Delchevo in 2010, and a
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house or two in M. Kamenitsa in 2011. The combined value of all private construction
works, including the repairs, amounts to 5.4 million euro for a five-year period. When
compared to the total number of the population of more than 120 thousand people, a
conclusion can be drawn that most of the locals are living under severe material
constrains that do not allow them to better their living space. In the crisis years of 2009
and 2010 private construction works almost halted, but there are some recent signs of
rebounding. In Rankovtse, Cheshinovo-Obleshevo and Kratovo there are almost no traces
of private investments in construction works for a five-year period. This speaks that the
living standard in these municipalities is very low.
The biggest construction investments in the studied region are made in Probishtip – more
than 40 million euro, or 64% of the total value of the construction works in the studied
region (63.6 million euro in the period 2009-2013). The source of this investment may be
the mining company IMM, which must have accounted its investments in Zletovo mine
in 2009 and 2010, and “Zletovica” hydrosystem. The construction works in Delchevo and
Kochani combined accounted for a quarter of the regional building investments.

N. Price of agricultural land, euro per sq.m. Survey from February 2014
Village

Municipality

Number of Lowest
participants price

Medium

Highest

price

price

Zletovo

Probistip

5

0.5

1.5

3.0

Oblesevo

Oblesevo-Cesinovo

5

0.5

1.5

2.0

Rankovci

Rankovci

8

0.5

1.0

1.5

Sakulica

Kratovo

10

0.3

0.6

1.0
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O. A brief history of ancient and medieval ore mining in Osogovo
There are many ancient sources pouring light on the extensive ore mining around the
broader Osogovo region. Aristotle for example reports that during heavy rains in Paeonia
(an ancient land that later became a kingdom along Vardar and Struma Rivers) the water
often outwashes big pieces of gold. Two of these nuggets being exceptionally big were a
sort of effigies to the king. There are numerous locally produced golden objects from
Roman times found in the region of Kyustendil – bracelets, rings, applications, etc. There
are also many remains of old mines and forgeries along the upper stream of Struma River.
On the bronze coins of Ulpia Pautalia (Kyustendil) which were minted during the reign of
the Roman Emperors Septimius Severus and Caracalla, a goddess portraying the river
Strimon is depicted. There are four geniuses around her – naked little boys symbolizing
the riches of the ancient town. One of the geniuses stands before a hole in the rock with a
sack on his back and the word “argnroz” (lat. “silver”), is written above him. Bulgarian
historians suppose that most probably this points to silver and lead mines in Osogovo and
Kratovo. Another genius holds a pan and is obviously prospecting for gold (“crusoz”).
The mines of Osogovo were in full operation during the XIV century. After the conquest
of the land by the Ottomans in 1389 a Turkish historian reports that “Konstantin (the
local despot) was a ruler of a principality which comprised many gold and silver ore
mines”. The name “Kratovo” is most probably derived from “Koritos” or “Koriton” – a
pan for placer mining. In the first decades of the Ottoman yoke the local rulers retained
their rights to manage the ore mines in Osogovo in return to delivering metals to the
sultan. Thus the local people enjoyed much more freedoms when compared to other parts
of the Balkans. The population of Kratovo could even afford to donate to churches and
monasteries – so the Lesnovo monastery was rebuild in 1558.
Afterwards the mines of Kratovo turned into a direct property of the Turkish sultan. The
first mining law of the famous Suleiman was issued especially in connection to the
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Kratovo silver ore mines. “The above mines”, the sultan’s law goes, “for long did not
stop and did work without interruption, producing steel and silver. But now they do not
work as well as before and their production has diminished in comparison to the former,
and thus the revenues of the treasury also have diminished”.
In 1475 the Kratovo mines were listed as being “one of the most prominent on the
Balkans”. In 1491 in Kratovo there were 1 921 households living. In addition to silver
also gold has been produced in the Kratovo ore mines, and the combined annual
production in 1550 amounted to 245 kilogram gold equivalent. The Turkish writer Zayifi
who was born in this region tells in one of his poems that silver and gold in Kratovo are
extracted from 200 meters underground. According to him the number of shafts was 200
or 300 and 500 or 1 000 people worked there. The labor in the Kratovo mines was so
abundant that according to a local legend, the women had to go with their husbands
underground and just few of them remained in the town to take care for the children.
In the first half of the XVII century the mining works continued without interruption. The
famous Kratovo mint produced golden coins of the highest quality in the whole empire.
The lead produced in Kratovo was shipped to Istanbul through Thessaloniki and was also
used in many important construction sites across the peninsula. The administration and
security staff amounted to 200 people, and the number of miner households to several
thousands. But the mining in Kratovo gradually declined at the end of the century. There
were difficulties recorded in paying the miners’ salaries. On another occasion almost 100
workers from Stip were sent to the Kratovo mines. All the efforts were in vain.
According to another legend, first some foreigners were working in the Kratovo mines.
By unknown reasons Turkish troops entered the town and killed the “latines” (maybe the
Saxon ore miners?), taking away their “white wives”. Then the Turks started to mine the
ore by themselves and in their hands this business decayed.
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The traveler Ami Boue in 1836 saw the ore mines still working but the bigger part of the
population had already moved somewhere else. Being a geologist Boue considered that
the ore deposits may be really rich but the efficiency of operations is very low, and
recommended to recruit an experienced engineer. Around 1850 the mines were already
working at a solid loss and the state had constantly to transfer money to pay the salaries
of the miners. The annual production amounted to only 5 tons lead and 100 kilogram
silver, maybe even lower. The working in the mines of Kratovo was turned into a kind of
local tax to the sultan. In 1882 when the Czech historian Konstantin Irechek visited
Kratovo the mining works there were already stopped.
The information about the gold prospects around Kyustendil for that time is very limited
but still there are some sources pointing that the panned gold was sent to the Kratovo
mint. According to the calculations of the Bulgarian historian Avdev (1995), during the
peak production in Kratovo mines in the 1550s there were 2 068 families working, and
the production in golden equivalent reached 628 kg. gold (made of lead, silver and gold).
The average annual production of gold reached at the peak years more than 80 kilogram.
For the whole period 1400-1900 the gold production from Kratovo mines was 10 900 kg,
making them second biggest on the Balkans after Siderocapsa in Chalcidice.
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The river ate into the road to Kuklitsa

Grazing nearby “Toranica” tailing pond
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The touristic infrastructure of “Kuklitsa” is burned

The new tailing pond of “Sasa” ore mine
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